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It looks as if we've learned a valuable lesson about try ing to "be relevant" and help to unify the Black community. We have discovered that there is no point
in trying to help a nigger who's got a whitey on his .back.
Wh en Panther represen tatives approached Howard students several weeks ago, requesting their help in securing University facilities for their conventidn, th e
~ response was overwhelmingly positive. Th e Student Association, in one of its rare moments made a unanimous decision to sponsor the Black Panther Party in
its request, mainly (>Ut of a sense of unity. despite ideologies, and the HILLTOP urged the administration to comply.
Through out th e negotiations b etween Panther representatives and the administration, Ho.ward students were present, trying in every possible way to assist
in making arrangements and facilitating th e group's needs. Thro ugho ut the negotiatio n period , th e administration was completely agreeable, and succeeded in
coming up with th e extremely 1ninimal charge of $7,300.
•
No one would have expected a negatil'e reaction from the Panthers about this amo unt of m o ney, since they had been willing to pay $10,000 per day for the·
,, use of the D. C. A r1nory. But no! !lo ward is a Black institution and should be willing to accomodate their brothers without charge. Our brothers, dig. Our
blond, blue-eyed honzosexual brothers. and their followers and friends , the Black Panthers.
l
'l It is now apparent that Howard was used by the Panth e, s, with a lot of help from their friends, as an issue tha t took the focus off of the white community. '
1
: •' Th e theme of their gathering became, not the racist activities in Cairo, Illinois or the in vasion of Guinea, but the "liberation of Howard University."
1
1
It is necessary for all Black people to analyze this action of the Black Panthers, so that we can determine if they are really working for. and ivith Black
people. The attendance at their conven tion proves otherwise. HolveFer. we niust not forget that at their inception. th e Panthers were the only Black
organizatio.n in this coun try that \Vas ready to deal \Vi th the systen1 on its O\Vn terms.
•
~
And ive ha11e11 't fo rgotten that. That :s- ivhy the st udent go1:ernment \\•as willing to sponsor the thing, and that ~fi ivhy Howard students and administrators
,. lzal'e refused to puhff(:fy denounce the organization \vitl] the sa1ne i1nrnature nan1e-calling tactics that they have used. This is because we renzen1ber th e pride
1t·e felt a fl'H' _l'C!ars ago ivhen Huey and Eldridge an1Zounced to the 1vorld that Black people would no longer be ·complacent in this coµntry: because \.\te
re111e111bcr rile courage ive felt after they /licked up guns to defend th e Black co1n1nu1zities;.,_and because we re111en1ber the fear in the eyes of th e while
~ convnunity ar tl1e l1ll'nt1011 uj their nanu?.
;
/?
That's H'lz ) \\ e \\Ullted the Panrhers to co111e to Hoh'ard. And that\· cxuctly 1vhy they stayed away. l1nagit1 e the disappointnzcnt and d~sillisionment that
those 1vho still /oo/..ctl j()r ·rltese qualitif!s in the Panthers \vould hare felt. after being invaded by hordes of \·v hite fags und rejects. We didn't dig theni at the
Biues 1-cstii·al. and H 011/d11 ·, hal'e dug 1he111 at the Pant[ier lYJ111·en11011.
The H"ltih' ho1, /..11e11· r/Jis. and apparently persuaded the Panthers to excoriate their "bourgeois negro" counterparts because of th e 1noney, rather than get
r/Jeir gay. H'liile behinds sto111ped 0 11 flo H•ard:'i ca111pus. This is 1/ie 0111;. plausible expla11ario11 for the Panthers' ac£io11s. But it 's not rational for Black people in
I 970 to be still fol/011•i11g rhe dictates oj \Vhite radicals, or Cl'ell ro be dealing \Vith the1n at all. But it's easier to think that they were influenced by whites, than
'
~ to thillk that t/Je Panth ers thetn'ie/Pes actually
i·v anted to fur ther divide Blacks. Either 1-vay. it's a drag, and it's ti111e that \Ve, and all o th ~r Blac;k people realized
~ that white peo/Jle. 1v/Jether they 're radicals. hcnnosexuals. or instructors 1-vill seek to destroy any attempt at unity on the part of Blacks. because Black unitJY
threatens their J1ery existence.
Black people 111u.\'/ conze together, \Vi th or without the Panthers. but definitely without whites. for o ur V\Vn sur vival and liberation. We have no more tinze
to ivaste, trying to acco1nodate Blacks \vho have 1nore interes't in gay \vlzites than in their own oppressed people.
A
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Guinea invasion;

: Black analysis
~

By Robert Taylor

An analysis of the news surrounding the recent Portuguesebacked invasion of the Black
African nation of Guinea reveals
many very interesting and perr- haps significant facts.
i...
About
2:00
on Sunday
,. morning November 22, Sekou
· Tour e, President of Guinea, anr nounced to the world that his
countr y's capital city, Conakry,
. had been invaded by "hundreds
and hundreds of Portuguese m--arcenaries and mercenaries fr om
i many nations." The Portuguese
.,. have termed the Tour e charge
"ludicrous" and have officially
stated that their forces had nothing to do with the invasion.
The circumstances and facts,
however, tend to cast doubt upon
't Portugal's claim of non-involvement.
Since the initial invasion there
r
have been several subsequent incursi0ns into Guinea's territory
~
and thus fa r Toure's 5000-man
army and the peoples' militia
have repui5ed them all .
~
Rut wh; should Portui;'ll have
sponsored an invasion ofGuinea':'
Observers
have advanced
sever al plausible and not so
plausible theories. The one that
is gaining greatest cr edenc;e in
~ Pan-African circles concerns itself with the inherent conflict
between the nature and' actions
of Guinea and those of Portugal.
-....
(Continued on Pa~
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Panthers castigate Howard at ·Convention
.

..

By Robert Taylor

"Say it loud, I'm gay and I'm
proud."
,
"Cheek is a Black bootlicking
l ackey for the Nixon Administration."
"There are bullets in the air
and snipers ever-ywhere. - - for
freedom."
"l •
These were just a lew examples
of the songs, statements, and
refrains which highlighted last
weekend's Black Panther- sponsored People's Revolutionary
Convention's aborted attempt to
write a " new, more just" United
St ates constitution in Washington.
An estim::tted 5,000 persons,
mostly young white radicals,
gathered at St. Stephen and the
Incarnation Church at 16th and
Newton Streets to register, hold
workshops, mill around, and
listen to Black Panther Defense
Minister and co-founder, Huey
P. Newton, speak and discu~s the
preamble to the yet-to-be-written, new constitution.
Despite the large turn-out and
the appar ent enthusiasm on the
part of the participants the abbreviated PfUlther convention
showed signs of disorganization
and failed to produce its main
objective -- a new constitution.
Perhaps the most directly contributing factor to this failure
was the fact that the Black Panthers brought their convention to
Washington without an adequate
place in which to hold it.

The Panthers had been trying
since early this fall, after Chief
of Staff David Hilliard announce.d
on June 19, that the convention
would be held in Washington,
D. c., to secure an adequate site
for the convention's expected
15,000 peo;>le.
After being denied the use of
the facilities at the University
of Maryland and t~1en losing a
court battle .to force officials to
rent them the Washington, D.C.
Armory, the Panthers made a
last-ditch attempt to acquire

.

facilities at
Howard for their
convention.
An agreement was negotiated
between 'Audrea Jones a Panther representative and the University Administration with the
support of the Howard University Student Association. The
agreement fell through, however,
when the P .l."lthers failed to co:itact · the ·Unive rs ity fUrther on
their intentions or pay a $7,300
fee before the established deadline of 5:00 p.m. on November
23 •

Despite an inadequate meeting
place, however, over 5000 delegates came to Washington and
registed for the revolutionary
convention. With no place to go
and very little to do, the participants attended a rockfest-type
rally Friday night 1n Malcorr. X
(a.k.a. Meridian Hill) Park. The
nearly 4000 people present sang,
danced, and demonstrated from
7:30 to 11:00 p.m.
Deputy Minister of In!ormation, Elbert Howard (Big Man)
addressed the gathering telling
them that a convention site was
still being searched for. He
placed the blame for the lack of
meeting place on the s houlders of
the Administration at • Howard
with particular castigation of
President Cheek despite the fact
that Howard was the only institution in the area which had
agr eed to allow them to us•.;their facilities •
The rally was punctuated by
the demonstrations of the Gay
Libe ration Front s inging such
songs as "Two, four, six., eight,
Gay is just as good as straight."
The W·.> men's Liberation ~ 1>ve
ment was also present and singing "Gef; out of the kitchen and
pick up the gun. " The Black
Panther
rock group "The
Lumpen" entertained the crovrd
with "There are bullets in U1e
air and snipers everywhere f9r
freedom" and " People get ready
(Continued on Page 3)
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Christmas bu1e1

There will be a meeting of
the Alabama 86, Sunday, at 3:00
p,m, in the Brownsing Room ot
Founders Library.

zeta Phi Chapter of Alpha
Phi Omega National Service
Fraternity is again sponsoring
lts Christmas bus transervice.
The buses will go to New York
an<t Philadelphia, Round-trip
tickets are- New York: $13.00
and Philadelphia $7.00, As the
number of people per bus determines whether or not the buses
go, once a ticket is purchased
no refunds may be requested
by the purchaser.
The buses will leave at 4
o'clock p.m. on Friday, December 18, 1970 from Founders Library. The buses wlll return from
their respective cities on Sunday, January 3, 1971 at 7 o'clock
p.m. to Founders Library.
Tickets will be on sale Thursday, December 10, 1970 to Tuesday, December 15, 1970, ONLY,
from 10 o'clock a.m. to 4 o'clock
p.m. in the ticket window of the
Student Center at Howard University.
For further information or assistance, please call 797-2188 or
489-289'1.

Mrs. W.E.B. Dubois willl lecture on "Africa Middle East and
the Western World" Tuesday,
December 8, at 8:00 p.m. in Ira
Aldridge Theater. She ls the first
of many lecturers to be sponsored
by the African Studies and Research Program Students Association of Howard University.

Psychology
experiment
Limited number of males needed to fill out attitude questionnaire. Earn $1 in 10 minutes,
Douglass Hall room 27 MondayFriday 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Recruitment

•

A recruiter from Teachers
College, Columbia University
will be in the old Social Work
Building, Room 3068 on~riday,
December 11 from 1:33-5:00 p.
m. Sign up in the Placement
Office.

His.t ory meeting
There wlll be a meeting of the
History Club on Tuesday, December 8, at 1:00 p,m. in room
33 Douglass Hall (basement.)

D.C.Proiect
student wishing to apply
for participation in the Washington, D.C. Project or who is
seeking further information, contact:
Gary Ayers, HUSA Office
R·>0m 324 Student Center
Phone: 387-7279 or 797-6100,
exf. 761.
~Y

Galleries
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The dedication of the James
A. Porter Gallery of African
American Art on Friday, December the 4th at 3:00 p.m. highlights the reopening of the newly-decorated Fine Arts Galleries
at Howard University.
Representative works from
over 75 artists of African descent spanning a period of over
150 years will be on exhibition
during the month of December.
In the coming months the Porter
Gallery will feature works by
contemporary Black artists.
For further Information Call
797-1453, Monday thru Friday,
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Prof. James. A. Martin
of 'ltle

MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL

•\

•
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Recruiters

Alabama 86

Mrs. DuBois
speaks

I\ .
1'
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will speak to small groups of
Howard seniors interested in law
school Dec. 11 (Friday). Sign up
at Placement Off,ice.

Employment

Counselors

$9,277 to $11,262 YOU are
neilded if you have a master's

detr•

in counseling or a
closely related field.
)'raining and experience
rating.

Apply now!

For information write

Guinea support
There will be a demonstration
for all Africans to pledge support
to the people of Guinea on D
Saturday, December, 5, at 11:00
am at 2112 LeRoy Pl., near the
Universal Building on Connecticut Ave. The Speaker will be
John Akar, Ambassador from
·sierre Leone.

Recruiters in the Placement
ottice, week of December 7,
1970:
Office of Secret- ·
ary of Defense, Bank of America
of California, Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Company, Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory, Federal Reserve Board, General Dynamics, University of Pittsburgh
Graduate School of Business,
Baltimore City Public Schools;
December 8: General Foods Corporation, Leo Burnett Company,
McGraw - Hill Book Compnay,
New England Electric System,
Procter and Gamble Company,
W. T, Granat Conpany; December
9: Bell Systems, Charmin Paper
Products, Eastman Kodak Company, Foster Wheeler Corporation, Harris Trust & Savings
Bank, NewYorkUniversityGraduate School of Business Administration, University of Virginia
Law School, West Penn Power
Company; December 10: Bedford
Public Schools, Huyck Corporation, Penn Central Company,
Potomac Electric Power Company, Sylvania Electric Products;
Tufts University; December 11:
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company; Columbia UniversityTeachers College, Cooper - Bessemer Company, Ernst and
Ernst, United States Gypsum
Company, University of Michigan
School of Law, Polaroid.
December 7:

New course

Weekend iam

Spanish 005, Introduction to
Afro-Spanish Literature, will be
offered as alternate to Spanish
004.
Credit: 3 hours
Time: T, TH. 12:10-1:30
Place: Room 236 N.B.
Spanish 218, African Themes
in Hispanic Literature, will be
offered to graduate students and
advanced undergrads.
Credit: 3 hours
Time: M'V1<' 2:40-3:30
•
Place: Room 34 FL

'

Jam all weekend with the Funky
Warriors Social Club, at 936 P
St., NW., From 10:00 pm-until
every Friday, Satur<Jay night,
Free refreshments. Admission:
50~ couples, 75~ the first 25
sisters wlll be admitted free.

Foreign stude·nts
I eaving USA

Bowling
If you are in a nonimmigrant

Cl~b

Would You like to bowl against
schools like Federal City, George
Town, American University, University of Maryland, Etc.??
Does the thought ot League
competition excite you?? Do you
enjoy watching organized Team
Effort?? If you can answer yes
to an~r all of the above questions, we can help you! Come to
room 2011 Physical Education
Bullding for men on Monday, Nov.
30, at 4:30 p.m. ror the answer
on how you can be a part of
what's happening!! !

"F-1" students status and plan
to leave the United States during
the Christmas and New Years
holiday recess, please remember that you wlll need a valid
Certificate of Eligibility (U.S.
Govt. Form 1-20) from Howard
University as well as a valid
passport and valid visa. Since
there is normally a large number
of reqeusts for these docu,ments,
please remember that now is the
time to sign up for the 1-20 Form.
The sign-up sheet is .available
at the counter in the Ottice of
Foreign Student Service, 2nd
noor, Admin. Building. If you
have any questions about your
travel documents, see one of the
advisers. Please remember that
there is a limil to the number
of EMERGENCY forms that can
be processed on a last-minute
basis.

Grad a1li1tants
There will be a meeting of all
persons who are graduate assistants at 1:00 p.m. on Monday,
Dec. 7, in the Pnethouse of the
Student Center. Business will
include a discussion of pay raises
for assistants.

~

·oesn't
enera E ectric
ta
•
t erma po ut1on w
ta a out nuclear

•

•

General Electric pioneered the
developm en t of nuclear power plants
in 1957.
. Right from the beginning. we felt
that the greatest advantage of nu clear
pow1r was environrnental. Unlike
fossil-fueled power plan ts, nuclear
plants don't burn anything to make
•
electricity. And wh ere there 's no fire,
there's no smok e.
.
But th ere's a possible
:disadvantage as well . It, too, is
\environmental. Thermal effects.
We recogniLe it.
One GE advertisement you may
h ave seen recently pointed ou t that
" all nuclear pO\ver plants discharge
heat. as do fossil-fueled plants .
America 's util1tiec;, with niany years
of expE>ricncc, are vvork1ng on
thern1al prohlen1 " at nuclear sites on
a plant-by-plant bJ~'" "
GenerJ I £lectr1c <foes ta lk abou t
therrnal effects. Bccauc;c they arc
irnrortant, but ,1 1..,0 hccatisc we fee l
the fc1cts about thcn1 arc perhaps too
little known .
FC'W µ0ople rralizC' . for cxam rl e,
that federal law rcciuires utilities to

N. Y .S. Dept, of Civil Service

R-997J, Albany, N.Y. 12226
\
I"

operate their plants \V1thin strict
temrerature lin1its. Thirty states have
even stricter laws. Utilities are
spending millions of dollars on
dilution flow systems. coo ling ponds
and coo li ng towe rs to comply.
But, in addition, utilities are
sponsoring basic research on the
probl em of heat exchange and its
effect o n aquatic life. M o re than 97
util ities have been financially
involved in over 300 such studies.
An d each one adds a little to man 's
scientific understanding of the
problem.
..
Some in teresting things have
already come of it For o ne, it's been
found that . in sorne c<iscc;, adding
heat to water c<in actually be
beneficial. Warrn irriga tion \.Yater has
extended gro\•ving seac;ons. \Varm
water has created ne\v \Vintering
ponds along \vateriovvl mi gra tion
routes.
Pov.·er-rl.:int c;li.;rh,Hgc vvater is
reviving Long l sl.ind 's oyster trade . .
Floricltl ic; using it to gro\.v c; hrirnp and
lobstE>r. I n Texas, it 's inrr0asi ng th e
weight of con1111crci .1I catfish by as
much as 500°/o.
Listing th ese bcnrfitc; ic; not to ....
beg the issue. Thermal effects remain
a tough problem to solve at sorne
sites. Each plant must be consi dered

GENERAL$ ELECTRIC

•

~ -

-

..

individually, in its own environment,
and this is being done.
Ge-neral Electric, the electric
utilities and envi ronmen tal is ts will
con tinu e. to work. Work hard.
Because we think the advantages
of nuclear power fa r ou tweigh the
disadvantages.

Why are we running this ad?
We're running this ad. and
others like it. to tell you the things
General Electric is doing to so lve
the problerns o f rnan and his
environment today .
.The prohlerns conce rn us
because they concern you. We' re a
business and you are potential
custon1crs and employees.
But th'ere's another. more
in1portant reason. These problems
\viii afiect th e future of this co untry
and th is planet. We have a stake in
that future. /\s businessmen. And ,.
simply, as peop[c.
\\'c invite you r cornmen ts.
Please w rite to General Electric,
570 Lexington Ave ., New Yo rk, N.Y.

10022.
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The tutorial phase of the D. c.
Project, Project S.E .P., has been
1n T.eration for a little over one
mo"1h and according to Tony
Stewart, project director, "The
program has been instrumental
in breaking down communication
problems that exist between th_e
campus and area youth."
Project S. E.P ., Supplementary
Education Program, is presently being implemented ~ three
schools: Mott ElementacySchool,
Banneker and Terrell Junior High
Schools. Stewart hopes to expand
the program in 6rder t-0 include
Cardozo High and Clark Elementary Schools during t he month
of January.
Each school has a project director. Senior Allan Clarke is
the Assistant Director at Banneker; Jean Purnell, a senior, is
Mott Assistant Director; Lawrence
Bullock,
junior, is
Terrell's Assistant Director.
Barry Cambell is the S.E.P,
Director of Special Projects and
the project's secretaries are
Joan Parrott and Sandra Jowers.
"C,reative people were needed
to staff the pr9ject," ~xplained
Stewart, "We wanted to concentrate on motivating achievement,'' continued Stewart, "so
we choose people with some background in inner-city community
work.''
·
The aims of the program have
been expanded beyond the tutorial
phase. According to Stewart, participants in the program are acting as counselors as well as
tutors. "The majority of the
students participating in the progr am are from the inner-city
schools, they are, therefore,
equipped to attack the problem."

'(
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By Linda Newton

P()jBct B ~catBS.

One of the components of Project S.E.P. 's approach·to education is the forming of Youth
Clubs at each participating
school. These clubs provide rl:!creational and artistic, activities
for the students involved in the
progr am. "The area youth set
the pace at the Youth Clubs,"
noted Stewart.

.

Along
with tutoring and
counseling, Prctjecf S.E.!, is also
a research progra m. The project's present resea rch program
involves the Clark Reading Plan.
According to Stewart, "We' re
trying to present a critical
evaluation of the Clark Reading
Plan based on our experiences
in the schools," The findings of
the research project are to be
presented to the District School
•
•
Board.

By Betheye Powell

Norfolk State College is an institution of division and fear,
The administration is divided into
the scared friends of tlle President, Lyman B. Brooks, and the
scared enemies of'the President.
The student body is divided into
the scared pets of Dr. Brooks and
his friends, the intimidated students receiving financial aid, the
degree-first-protest-later students, and the " trouble making
mil1ta.'1t" students. Dr. Brooks is
afraid of the governor.

•

For the past month NSC has
had number of noticeably unsuccessfUl protest demonstrations.
The protests ~ave' been unsuccessfUl because of the lack of
courage and unity on the campus.
About 400 of the 4,200 day students have been fighting to voice
student grievances. Most of the
students are afraid to voice and
support their beliefs. Those who
would talk either did not wish to
be identified because they feared
suspension or had nothing to lose
because they had already been
dealt with by the college.
The first demonstrations took
place on October s, 9, and 10
when an estimated 300 students,
Including Student Government
Association President J. Anthony
Sharp, participated in co-ed
visitation at the college dormitories called the Twin Towers.
Rule H in the NSC handbook

[
f

I
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•

states that no one of the opposite sex is permitted above the
first floor in the dormitory. The
demonstration ·was a protest for
student representation. on decision- making gr oups. According
to Miss Bessie M. Purvis, Associate Editor of the student
newspaper, the students had been
promised a vote in setting up
dorm regulations but the Committee on Resident Life attempted
to exclude duly elected student
member s.
The dorm demonstration resulted in 17 stud,ents being called before the Judicial Council
and the October 22 suspension of
Sharp and SGA student advisor
Rudolph T, Spruill. Sharo's suspension led to a demgnstration
that -ended with 150 city police,
50 state troopers, and an injunction barring Sharp, Spruill,
Miss Purvis, SG A Business Manager Roy Hines, and Carolyn
Spriggs from the campus for at
least a month. Miss Purvis has
withdrawn from the college.
Hines said that an appeal was
made to Dr. Brooks to have the
injunction lifted but Brooks said
that it was out of his hands. The
students then requested that the
Dean of Students, Dr. Kermit
Diggs appeal to Dr, Brooks in
their behalf. Dr. Diggs reportedly replied that he did not think
that Dr. Brooks was "in
the mood."

'\

I

."'
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Bryant Street inJanuary of 1 this year. The pursuit
began when Officer Person heard
screams of "rape!" from an
hysterical female in lower campus near the 9ollege of Pharmacy; when he approached the
location of the screams, a male
fled from the scene and Person gave chase.
In September of 1969, Officer
Green was successful in preventing an act of arson from being
carried out. Fellow members of
the university guard force,
Metropolitan Police and the D. c.
Fire Department were notified
by him when he observed a male
throwing an inrendi~ry bomb
Avenue~and

(Continued from page 1)

,

Participant in Project SEP tutors Student. Pho to by Richard Douglas
At the present time there are
accountability'' and most project
65 Howard students participating
workers receive $50 a month to
in the program but project direcdo their job,
tors hope students will number
"A newsletter will be circu.:
between 80 and 90 by January.
lated next week in order to instated Stewart, " All kinds of
·form the campus community and
agencies have requested our serthe district community about the
vices. Increased participation in
activities and needs of s. E.P."
the project will enable us to meet
Stewart said.
some of these requests." Most
Anyone interested in joining
of the program's workers serve
Project S. E.P. or in making flatter school hours but students
nancial contributions to the proat Banneker work along with
ject may do so in the HUSA
the teachers as teacher aids,
office.
S.E.P. has already used its
$35,000 allotment from D. C. Project fUnds and program directors
are in the process of soliciting
additional funds in order to expand the program. The project
is operating on a system of

- ..

· for the revolution ts coming."
On Saturday Panther Defense
Mlnlster and co-founder, Huey
P. Newton, spoke to the delegates at St. Stephen Church and
told them that there would be
a raincheck on the writing of
the constitution because it could
not be properly done under the
present circumstances. He exhorted the people present to
"liberate" Howard University
and to make the institution serve
the needs of the com1nunlty.
At Howard, President Cheek
called a meeting of the University community on November 25
to explain the University's position. Cheek stated that after the
November 23, 5:00 p.m. deadline had passed and the University had received no word from the
Panthers Howard "concluded that
they are no longer interested in
using the facilities of the University.''
?\1ichael Harris, president of
HUSA, responded to the Panther
accusation that Howard had reneged on the agreement: "The
University administrators and
the student government have dealt
in a forthright and honest manner
with the Black Panther Party.
The accusation that HowarQ administrators and student body
have been obstructive and uncooperative is not true and brings
to question the motives of those

•

(Continued on Page 6)
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Portuguese 1nvas1on
(Continued from page 1)

Guinea has been a leader among
Africa's most progressive countries . Her president, Sekou
Toure, is a Marxist-socialist and
he led his country 1n 1958 as
the only former French colony
to reject De Gaulle's invitation
to remain part of the French
community. Her land, which is
On October 25, about 300 stu95,000 miles-square and is popudents marched on Dr. Brooks'
lated by 3,5 million people, is
home and presented him with a
rich in lar gely unexploited nalist of demands. Dr. Brooks retural resources.
fUsed to discuss the issues then
Portugal, on the other hand,
and again on the next morning beis an extremely poor European
cause they were not presented
nation which has had to mainby "presently functioning" stutain her grip on her African
dent representatives. He said that
possessions in order to exploit
be would deal with SG A Vice
them for her own economic benePresident Ronald Arrington.
fit. Portugal received the AfrArrington resigned as acting
ican territories of GuineaSGA president in protest of the
Bissau, Mozambique, and Angola
unjust disciplinary action against
during the infamous Berlin ConSharp but was tersuaded by other
ference of 1885, at which powerstudent leaders to withdraw his
ful European nations divided Afrresignation. Hines and Miss Purica among themselves. And today
vis said that the students fearPortugal is currently battling
ed that . Dr. Brooks would take
African freedom-fighters, in
it upon himself to appoint one of
each of these territories, who are
his pets to ~e office.
determined to throw her off their
The Spartan Echo, the student
homelands.
newspaper, attempted to take up
Guinea has given refUge and
the fight but has been shut down
support
to ~hese freedom
untll it agrees to change its
fighters. Especiaily the guerril"radical policy." The paper has
las
ln
Portuguese-occupied
been censored by the admlnistraGuinea-~issaufon her north- westlon and according to Miss Pur- • tern boi&!r who are reported
vis the printer had refUsed to
to be on the verge of capturing
print any material that was antlcontrol of their nation from Poradministration.
tugal.
Of the 40 staff members Miss
Speculation has it that this
Purvis said that only about 8
impending end of her dominacan be trusted. "There are spies
tion and exploitation of Guineaeverywhere," she said, Copy has
Bissau may have prompted Por- •
been stolen from the Spartan Echo
tugal to make a last-ditch attempt
office. A press conference that
to save her colony from the Black
was scheduled for November 23
freedom fighters· by crushing
their chief supporter -- Toure's
(Continued on Page 7)
Guinea -- and thus dealing a
physical and psychological blow
•
to the Black revolutionary tide
in her other colonies.
Additional validity is given this
speculation by the strategic areas
under a car parked on the Fine
that the invaders attacked. AcArts parking lot. The arrest and
cording to reliable sour.ces with
conviction of the offender recontacts in Guinea, one of these
sulted on the basis of Officer
areas was a mostly European
Green's prompt action.
residential district, The district
Armed robbers of the Unicontains the home of Amilcar
versity Center, in January of this
Cabral. Cabral is the leader of
years, were quickly apprehended
the freedom fighting movement
by Officer Green when he was
}Which is fiercely battling the
informed of the crime over his
Portuguese in Guinea-Bissau and
radio, Capt. Hutchins, Officers
from all indications are winning.
Gene Green, Collins Pellerin and
Robert Twitty responded to OfIn February of 1969, the Portuguese threw the African Ill>eraficer Hilton L. Green's call for
tion movement of Mozambique, ln
assistance in the arrests. The
south-eastern Africa, into consum of $125 which had been
fusion and division when they
stolen was recovered, and the
succeeded in assassinating its
suspects \Vere turned over to
principal leader, Eduardo >londthe D. C. police.

Guards honored for service .
Three members of Howard
University Security Force were
presented Certificates of Recognition by President Cheek on
Monday, Nov. 23, for their alertness and prompt professional actions in performing their duties.
Certificates were presented to
Sgt. Robert E. Cyrus, Officer
Hilton L. Gr een and Officer Santee Person by Dr. James Cheek,
President of Howard University
from the International Association of College and University
Security Directors.
Sgt. Cyrus was instrumental
in the capture of a r ape suspect
being pursued by Officer Santee
Per son in the vicinty of Georgia

Panthe-,;s

II

Project S.E.P., Stewart commented, is "trying to formulate
a new approach to 1.nner-city
education based upon our experiences in the Inner-city
schools.'' He feels that the fact
that a program such as Project
S.E.P. is needed in the city
indicates that "the present approach to inner city education
is inadequate.''
Stewart pointed out the apparent success of the project's
approach to education by dr awing attention to a group of students who had been characterized
by school counselors as "getting
nothing out of school. " Project
participants have learned of a
definite improvement in the attitudes of some of these students
that is a direct r esult of their
participation in the project.

Disorder· kits Norfolll< .

1;

•

•

•

lane. Some feel that the same
strategy may have been behind
the apparent attempt to kill
Cabral.
There have been other indications that the invasion goes beyond Portugal. A commentator
for a Russian newspaper charged
last Saturday that the United /
States C en tr a 1. Intelligence
Agency (CIA) had "pushed Portugal into invading Guinea.'' The
Russian commentator also told
of similar CIA operations ln other
African
cotintries. Guinea's
president apparently felt the
same when he said, "The operation is part of a plan for the
reconquest
of revolutionary
countries by foreign powers.
Portuguese colonialism is acting as a bridgehead for the aggression. ''
It is a open secret that Portugal Indirectly receives arms
:from the United States through
its membership ln NATO. And
three weeks ago Jet Magazine
carried a story which told of
siX Portuguese army deserters
in Sweden who said that they had
been secretly trained ln West
Germany by American counterrevolutionary warfare experts to
fight the African guerillas.
There are several other important Black personalities ln
Guinea whom the Portuguese may
have been aiming at. Kwame
Nkrumah, former president of
Ghana and the continent's chief
Pan-Mricanist, has been there
since 1966 and is rumored to
be waiting for a people's UPrtsing which will reinstall him
as the head of Ghana. The exiled
leader of the Sawaba party of
Niger, Djibo Bokary, is also
presently living ln Guinea•
Black America's and Howard
University's own folk hero,
Stokely Carmichael is currently studying there under Nkrumah,
Carmichael has telegr aptied
messages to friends ln Washington and New York saying in
part "Everybody is armed and
taking care of business, "
b
In response to the Invasion
several African nations have also
decided to TCB by aidingGuinea.
Algeria, Tanzania and Nigeria
are sending military aid. And
Nigeria says she will send troops
if necessary.
In America, Blacks have generally shown ignorance or disinterest in the invasion. However, in New York several Black
groups organized a march on
the Portuguese embassy and a r e
<Continued on Page 5)
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Howard's bookstore will soon
be moving from the Law School
basement to the site of the present American Storage building
tn the back of the men's gymnaslum.
Construction plans,
totaling an estimated $400,000,
l'l have been complete for sometime
but have been temporarily delayed.
The new University Bookstore
will have an additional 1500
square feet of sales area, and
H a
much bigger display of merchandise. The number of paperbacks and tradebooks will increase largely with the coming
expansion. There will be a larger
3rt supply for Fine Arts stu• dents. The bookstore will increase its personnel cvrrelatlon
with the other increases. Atpresent there are five f\lll-time
,. and fifteen part-time employees,
Three more full Um and additional part-time em oyees will
· be added. The stor hours will
"' be the same, 9:00 .m. to 5:00
p.m., and later
urs during
the new semester ening,
The new store, as planned,
'\ is much more attractive, as it
;I is not in a basement but on the
corner of Georgia Avenue and
Girard Street with an unadvertised storefront. Mr. Carrothers
Moore, the current manager of
the bookstore, called the new
;'location ideal. "We were located
· ;:;here
because of available
space ... '' The move will allow
r the Law School a chance to expand in to this space.
On the subject of bookstore
problems, Mr. Moore stated that
"Theft ls our biggest problem,
.. Students don't understand that
they aren't stealing from 11s hut

they are stealing from themselves--this is their store. "
Loses, incidently, are covered
by the general University tund
which is tutltlon and fees. "Normal loses are so small," he continued, "that they aren't big
enough to calculate. " Lastyear's
were something like 1 percent."
It is hoped that the new site
will not create bad "community
r~latlons". as the new location
on Georgia Avenue is not only
a part of the University but a
part of the Black Community
as well,

Black students of the Washington area will travel to Cairo,
Illinois on December 13 to lend
any services possible to the
everyday living conditions of
Black people in Cairo who are
struggling for , their meer survival.
John Jones, former Howard
-student,
ls the over all
co-ordinator for the project, Duval Lewis, liberal arts junior,
is the Howard co-ordinator.
Contributions are needed for
the project. T~ey can be orought
to the ticket window of the student center.

•
end

The trip is scheduled to
Decem'.)er 22, Any additional information can be obtained at the
ticket window of the student center,

r.

,

lengthy candidate Iist
By Reginald Hilderbrand

Howard student is running for
"/: congress. Wilbert L. \Vil!lams,
"' third year law student, discussed
his bid to become the D. C, dele~
gate to Congress during an inter" view with the HILLTOP.
Williams stated that he decided
· to enter the race after a group
, of southeast Washington resi. ct.ents urged nim to run. He explained, "I was elated that they
.. would have that type of confidence in me. I conside red it for
a couple of weeks and final ly
• decided that I would become a
·,.. candidate: '
Williams has been a resident
of the south-east area since entering the Law School three years
ago and has been very active in
" community affairs. He pointed
• out that he was one of the founders
" of the Congress Heights Association for Service and Education.
Williams also received the
first annual achievement awar d
from the National Advisory Board
of the Neighborhood Legal Services program because of his
successful efforts as .a board
member ~ to provide NLS assistance to tenant groups instead
of just to individual tennants.

.""•

He has also served as a trustee of the United Planning Organization.
At last count there were nearly
30 people vying for a spot on
the Congressional ballot. Commenting on the situation WU11am3
said, " I think that since we are
in a democratic society everyone
who thinks that he's capable and
able to run should have the opportunity... however I do think that
we have some candidates who are
not serious ...
He added, " l think that we
need to place emphasis on getting people registered to vote,
If we had everyone of our
800, 000,000 people out to vote
we would have no problem with
the number of candidates."
Williams was the fifth man to
enter the race.
After voicing his dissatisfaction with the non-voting nature
of the delegate's post Williams
stated, "l think we have to work
with what we - have, and what
we have ls a non-voting delegate."
He continued, "Just because
he does not have a vote in Congress should !lot stop him from
(Continucd·on Page 12)
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HUSA's Watchdog Committee,
President Cheek has appointed an
Ad ·Hoc Committee of Inquiry to
investigate the handling of funds
in connection with the Jazz Rock
Festival and the Pre-Dawn Rock
Concert. The Chair man of this
committee is Dr, Roger D, Estep.
The watchdog Com1nittee made
the request after it found a nwnber of contradictions in a report

by Joel Mungo, Chairman of the

Homecoming Steering Committee.
A memorandum from the
President's office stated the f\lnctions of the 1ommitteeasfollows:

uments and to call before it any
and all persons connected with the
University, ln addition to all other
persons willing •and able to
provide information concerning
the subject of the Committee's
investigation,

The . C o ml1n it t e e will investigate .;D of the arrangements which· were made in connection wlth these two actlvitles,
Further, the Committee is
author1Zed to take testimony and
require the production of doc-

The Committee will report its
findings to the P .1.•esldent of the
Unive r s ity not later than today
or as soon thereafter as possible,

On Sunday, November 22, at
10:00 A.M. E astern Standard
Time, the Government and P~ople
of Guinea were invaded by Portugese troops and mercenaries.
Radio Conarky reported that
President Sekou Toure called on
all Guineans, young and old, boys
and girls, men and women to
arm themselves and defend their
country
against Imperialist
Agression, The Guinean People
drove them back to the seal
We, as Africans in Washington, D. C. support and applaud
the efforts "~ "°'le Guinean People
who drov~ •.. · ::uropeans back to
the sea! We also support the
offer of arms by such countries
as Nigeria, Tanzania, Sierra
Leonne, Egypt and other African Communities.
w e further consider it our duty
to come to the defenseofGuinean
and any other African Nation under attack by European Powers.
We are an African People and
we have an African Interest.
It is ironic that the United
States has chosen to lable and
brand the government and people
of Guinea as Marxist and Leftist
while lend f\lll support to the
efforts of the racist and white
supremacist dictatorship of Portugal,
We know that Portugal acts

as an agent of NATO and in
behalf of the United States and
has its f\lll support.
We recognize that other African Nations such as Tanzania
and Zambia, who have chosen
to .take the independent course
will be the next target of the
racist force of NATO.
The experience of Patrice
Lumumba, Kwame Nkrumah and
Malcolm X is still with us!
Untll Africa becomes Africa
for Africans at hom9 and abroad
our struggle will not cease. We
are at war with all Europeans!

Bill Cheatam, chairman of the
Watchdog Committee, has appeared before the Committee to
provide pertinent testimony on
the subject under investigation.
According to Cheatam , members
were appointed by President
Cheek . from outside HUSA in
order to avoid bias. However,
two of its members are exP residents of HUSk (D. Mi.chael
Collins and Charles Franklin).
•
W~1en the findings of the Committee will be available to the
student body ls ~ not yet known.

Black Woman
Timothy Dwight and the AfroAmerican Studies Program of
Yale University invite you to
join us at THE CHUBB CONFERENCE ON THE BLACK WOMAN
to be held December 12-13 at
Strathcona Auditorium, Grove &
Prospect Streets, New Haven,
Connncecticut. Speakers': M'lya
Angelou, John Hendrick Clarke,
Shirley Graham , DuBois, and
Gwendolyn Brooks, No registration fee. Information telephone:

I .
Dasent
howard umverslly •
post olf1ce box l 86
wash11191on, de 20001
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For several weeks now closed
hearings have been held for witnesses to testify before the Committee,
However, the Administration is somewhat evasive
regarding the Hearings and
testimony.
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Phase One of a long-discussed
campus communication system
will be realized next month when
the Student Communications Network initiates a closed circuit
television pilot.
.
According to Ron Anderson,
head, of the newly organized Student Network, single demonstration receivers will be set up
ui the Quadrangle and the Fine
Arts Building, within the next
five weeks. Receivers will be
set up at other sites once cables
can be laid between them and
Cramton Auditorium, the initial
broadcast site.
Work on the project got underway last month when Ande rson,
a former Fine Arts Student, presented a proposal to African Peoples' Liberation Council (APLC)
to establish a communications
system. His total plan called for
a Black newsreel that would film
relevent events, a news service
for inter-school exchange, and a
publtc address system across
main campus.
Because of its numerous advantages to communication, An- ..
derspn suggested that the circuit ·
TV system be implemented
first. The project proved especially feasible after Anderson
learned that the University already owned cameras and other
equipment that had been donated
by the White House,. and that
Cr amton and the Men's Gym were
already wired for closed circuit
or cable TV ,
Anderson reports that the project has been endorsed by President
Cheek, Vice- P r esident
Ander son, and Liberal Arts Dean
Br owne, but they have been unable to give it their full suppo_1i
because of the Univer s ity's lack
of funds .
However, with a $2,400 grant
from APLC, t he Student Network
was able to contract Br oadcast
Systems Inter national to lay the
pilot cable. This pilot, Ande r son
emphasizes , will be aimed at
showing the feasibility and advantages of such a system rather
than its progr am content, He
feels certain that the costs oft he
pilot will be accounted for by the
lo\v costs for establishing the
massive overall s ystem.
1 Once the project's solvency is
established, more attention will
be paid to programming, The bulk
of the prime time will go to the
student body for public affairs
type programs. Another major
Ume seg fllent would go to students
in the proposed School of Communications. The remainder of
the time would go to faculty and
administration.
"The primary aim of the program ming is to have a political
format that is free of administrative censorship," points out
Anderson, who is currently the

filmaker in the politically oriented culture group called "Nation."
Censoship will be left up to the
students involved in much the way
it is handled by The HILL TOP.
The other phases of the system will not be attempted until
the closed circuit component is
developed to a satisfactory level.
The TV project will be advanced
by degrees, that is, more receivers will be added to given areas
as funds are available. The project could be speeded up, Anderson says, lf dorm councils and
other groups would buy adaptors
(approx. $100 each) so 'that regular TV sets could be wired for
reception. The broadcast range of
the transmittor at Cramto~will
be boosted by spot transmittors
at w ET A (nearby TV station),
Locke Hall, and the Medical
School.
The groundwork for the system is being carried out by the
10 members of the Student Network, but once the pilot is activited, they wlll be joined by
other students interested in communications. Eventually, much of
the operation would be handled by
students in the planned School of
Communications.
It is through this school that
the Student Network hopes to
involve the University as the project's primary backer. Revenue,
Anderson believes, can also be
obtained from advertisers who
would be attracted to the system's large viewing audience.
An estimated $10,000 is needed to meet the operational cost of
the total communication; system. Anderson feels that it is a
small investment for equipment
that could be used for year s . Active in earlie r attempts to obtain an communications system,
Ander son sees the project "as a
s tep towar d awakening; a vehicle
to inform people and m::tke them
awar e of the Black s ituat\Qn."
W•J rk on the public address
system, which could be implemented next, is being held up by
a lack of funds. The Student Network . estimates that it needs
from $2-3,000 to revamp theold,
worn s ystem atop Founders
Library, A sophisticated system
that would compensate for wind
dispersion and the echo on main
campus is needed.
Money problems are also being
. encountered by the Engineering
Student Council in attempting to
organize a ham radio club among
Howard students. The group already has much of the needed
equipment, but if will need
$2-3,000 to update it, Members
wll be trained to obtain their
FCC licenses to operate ham
radios. Council President Wilfred
Am1sial explained that the campus-based club will seek to
establish news links with ham
operators at other Black institutions.

Hamilton
\

Howard students were recently
polit.ically enlightened with a lecture given by Charles v. Hamilton (Professor of Political
Science at Columbia Univ.) on
Politics and -Change in Urban
Black America.
Dr, Hamilton, whom many know
as the co-author of Black Power
viewed the Black struggle today
as the "vanguard of the political modernization process in
this country" and ·proceeded to
place it within the scope of history, as he spoke on November
19, in Ira Aldridge Theater.
In dealing with politics and
the black struggle Dr, Hamilton
divided his lecture into three
parts covering the overall conceptual framewor~ of the Black
struggle, Black politics in relation to traditional American politics, and suggestions for specUic
programs to elicit change in
Black urban America,
He spoke of Black people being
a "new group" in terms of power

Noted author, lecturer, historian, C_'L.R. James, addressed
an audience of approximately 150
students and f ac u 1t y members
last Monday afternoon in Rankin
Chapel. Professor James, presently teaching at Federal City
College, spoke on "Pan-Africanism." His lecture was sponsored
by the Department of Afro-American StucUes. Dr , Robert 'Martin,
acting head of the department,
introduced the aging James by
giving an overview of his activities in the Pan-African struggle
and listing some of his most
profound works.
James stated, "Pan-Afrtcanism began in the 1900's and
has been a continuous development. It has never died, but
has expanded and expanded,''
Following this comment, the lecturer gave a chronological development of Pan-African con-

By Pearl Stewart

The Chairman of the Art Department in the College of Fine
Arts is one of the "new breed"
of Black instructors who have
sought out Howard as their base
for cultural and political action
for the betterment of their people,
Jeff R. Donaldson came to the
University last summer from
Northwestern University, alar ge

police should be delegated to the
and said That like the immigrants
black communtiy and the present
(with their creation of wards)
Welfare System d~carded.
we must be willing to change the
existing political structures in
The lecture was followed by
America. He suggested that this
may be done through centraliza- ' a panal discussion featuring Marion Barry, director of Pride
tion in the cities and community
control. In order to do this Blacks
Inc., Rev. Douglas Moore, D.C.
must analyze the present system
Caooidate for Congress, and Dr.
where changes should be madE
Robert Martin, - Professor of
'
Political Science here at Hoand possibly search for ''llew
ward,
principles of legitimacy."

Dr. Hamilton proposed that educational systems be set up
where every member of the community is totally involved in a
type of " family oriented educational system" (tMs is now fUnctioning in Chicago.) People in
the community who have skills
but have formerly been defined
as useless because they lack a
degree could be used as teachers
in such a system, He went on
to say that certain fUnctlons of the
•

predominantly white institution in
been made, enabling students to
Illinois. "The people here," he
.oe bette r equipped to refl_ect the
stated ' 'impressed me with their
is sues of the day in their work
war mth." This , he noticed imWhen asked how long he planned
mediately afte r arriving; was
to re~ ain at Howard to continue
quite diffe r ent from the "coldthe progress that he has already
ness" of the Northwestern stubegun, Donaldson s aid that he
dents.
would be evaluated in thr ee years,
Donaldson feels that most of the
and at that time he would also
students that he }1as been in
evaluate Howard,
contact with at Howard, particularly in the College of Fine
Arts possess " an openess that
is conducive to creativity," He
believes that this has enabled
(Conti nued from Page 3J
these students to take a genuine
interest in " bettering themselves
also attempting to organize a
and the lot of their people.''
Black boycott of Portuguese
The 37-year-old artist/ ingoods in America. As of yet
structor has not yet developed
none of the Black congressmen
any definite opinions of the camhave taken any public position,
pus in general, mainly because he
In Washington, D. C., an organhad not had the opportunity to
ization calling itself Concerned
communicate with many students
Blacks on African have issued
outside the School of Fine Arts,
a statement concerning Portugal
He is sure, however, about · and America for her suspected
the necessity for students here
secret involvement,
to be committed to the struggle
At Howard, which builds itself
of Black people. Many people,
as a Pan-Africanist university,
including students, he feels are
besides words of anger and disin a "cobweb of confusion trygust no org:µUzed r esponse has
ing to decide how · much they
taken place, Roy Allen, treasurer
should be committed to the lot
of APLC, has stated that APLC
of Black people." The commitwill be sending a telegram to
Guinea,
ment is there, according to
Donaldson; the question is simply
how much is necessary.
This brought him to the topic
of Black art and how U~ should
or must relate to the Uies and
struggles of the people, It is
Donaldson's belief that artists
The Q11een Mother of Soul,
should not be dishonest, ~d if
Aretha Franklin, has done what
they do not really feel UJte reis considered in some circles a
lating to their people;theY,should
"beautiful thing/' Risking her
not attempt to just ~cause it is
fame and fortune to help Black
in vogue, "If they don't have any
people (which is strange, since
real gut feelings for' the people,
many Black entertainers say that
then it would be better .if they
money is the name of the game)
did things that they were
she has promised to post the
interested in.' '
•
$250,000 ball for Angela Davis
Donaldson appears to have few
U authorities will let her.
qualms about his own wotk, which
he expressed as reflecting "the
Says Aretha Franklin (Jet
acquisition of power bY,'· Blacks
Magazine, December 3, page 54):
and the effective use of talents.''
"Angela Davis must go free.
• paintRecently several of hi~
I've been locked up for disturbings appeared in Black World
ing the peace in Detroit and I
(formerly Negro Digest), along
know you got to disturb the peace
with 'the works of other._modern
when you can't get no peace.
Black artists ,
'1,
Jail is hell to be in, I'm going
to s ee her free if there is any
Having had his work exhibited
justice in our courts, not bethroughout the country '1n r.u1·1e~ ._
I believe in communism,
erous one-man shows, t.ht. .r ··-~~ ·
bu.: .>ecause she is a Black wogressive artist has ini~i~te~ new
man and she wants freedom tor
policies for the galleries-' in the
her people,· I have ·the money;
Fine Arts building, which has
I got it from Black people - resulted in a complete emphasis
they've made me tinanclally able
on art that reflects the -Black
to have 1t and I want to use it
experience and heritage. In adin ways tl\at wW help our people,"
dition, curriculum changes have
Black on!

Guinea

By Marye Cumberlander

He then mentioned the need
for group consciousness and a
rise above individuality.

looking for someone to head Communist propaganda in the African
countries. Padmore held a conference of African freedom
fighters under the doctrine of
Communist InternaUonal, Professor James stated, "George
had a basis in the mass movement Garvey left behind. He also
had money." Padmore "fortunately" left the party after being
requested to ease up on propoganda against the United States
and curtail his activiti~s on behalf of Africianfreedom fighters.
Padmore wrote a book entitled·
Pan-Africanism or Communism,
The book deals with the "foolishness" of white alliances for
Black progress, James stated,
"Communism is dangerous to
Pan-Africanism."
James
strongly believed that Padmore
was the "guiding light" behind
Nkrumah, referring to Kwame
as a young and immature intellectual who lacked basic knowledge of labor, economics, and
surplus value. In concluding(
C.L.R. (as he is often called)
stressed the importance of de• veloping the African village, the
village being the basis of civilization.
He also stated that the·
stoke 1y
Carmichaels Rap
Browns , Angela Davises, and
the Huey P. Newtons were the
products of the earlier PanAfricanists, African Independence has swept more quickly
than any other revolutionary
movement alive today.

D on al d SO n discusses new position

politics

Off

ferences, beginning with the first
conference in the 1900' s organized by Trtnidadian Sylvester
Williams. Throughout the opening of the text, James often
mentioned Dr, W.E.B, DuBois,
According to Professor James,
"DuBois laid the foundation for
Pan-Africariism." DuBois was
the leading figure at the Con.:
ference on Race · in London in
1911, He also organized PanAfrican Conferences in 1918,
1921, 1924, and 1929 which culminated the last of all successful Pan-African Conferences.
"We have to examine very
closely, " stated James, "the
processes that were taking place
during this era on the international scale.'' In 1917, Lenin
led the Bolshevik Revolution;
1917 was also the year Ga.r vey
came
to
New York and
developed the Univer sal Negro
I mp r o v e m en t
Association
(U.N.I.A. ). 1919 was the year
of the formation of the Third
International (Russians sponsored organization for international
communism). An interesting note is the sites of
Pan-African Conferences in the
past - Britain, Belgium, and
Versallle, France.
James went on to list other
key individuals in the early days
of the Pan-African struggle,
these being George Padmore and
Kwame Nkrumah. Padmore, a
Trinidadian, belonged to the
Communist Party, Moscow was

Dr. Hamilton and Rev, Moor e
got into a somewhat heated argument during this discussion, because of a disagreement about
the effectiveness of Moore's
hoped-for position in Congress,
and also because of personal
att acks made primarily py Moor e
about Dr. Hamilton's "ivor y
tower" work.
Thus on a not-too-pleasant
note, the lecture ended, with the
audience a little more enlightened about politics and personalities.

Aretha arrives

•

•

~ Studen ts
'\

discuss white teachers
•

By Barbara Womack

•

Several inter esting comments
were made recently in a survey
concerning the attidues of students towards white · instructors
on campus. During this survey
it was also discovered that no
one on this campus has any
idea as to how many whites
there are employed at Howard.
As Annette Eaton, Associate Dean
of Liberal Arts, put it, " r acial
breakdown is not required." .
Fred Jones feels that some
allowances must be made for
... white instructors, because "as
long as they are the best that
you can get, I have no objections."
"They come in twc classes,
either very competent or very
incompetent. But I must admit,

I've met up with more incompetent ones," Cynthia Gross of
the Law School stated.
"They take away from the
Blackness of the school. Even
though they may be able to contribute a great amount to the
minds of Black students, whiteys
belong at white institutions and
brothers at Howard," according
to wayl!le Wright.
Marthine Blythe :;tated "Since the
university perpetuates a white
idealogy, does it make a difference what color the instructors are?"

•

'Most of the white instructvrs try to show that they' re
sincere about instructing a Black
student, but their performance
would be below what they would

Did you know 1By R obert T ay l or

THAT according to Jet M~a
zine the largest Black insurance
company in America, North
Carolina Mutual, has more white
employees than Black, 399 to
303. (They get rich off the money
•
of poor Black folk and this is
how the show their graditude)
THAT Diana Ross was recently
named the sexiest woman in the
•
world by a London (England)
f
newspaper 0Ne knew white people
had a sex hang-up but this is
•
ridiculous)
THAT a recent Federal sponsored study found that schools
which ar e racially mixed are
more likely to have violent disruptions than ones which are
either all Black or white. Along
the same, line · a Minneapolis
psychiatrist has found that
"Black students develop a fuller
sence of self-confidence and esteem in positive, all-Black environments than in white ones."
(There is a message here for
you would-be integrationists)
THAT according to Newsweek
Magazine Communist China has
-~ set up missle control stations
in the African nation of Tanzania. The missles are reported
to have a r ange of 5000 miles
(Right on Mao)
THAT a New York art firm
recently paid an all-tim~ record
5 1/ 2 million dollar s for apainting with a Black man on it. The
work ls by Diego Valazquez, a
Spanish Picasso of the 17th century, and it depicts Valazquez's
m·.llatto assistant who in the
painting is wearing a large bushy
Afro (A 17th century militant,
-. Black on brother~.
THAT according to the Bureau

of Labor Statistics unemploym1ent
for Black teenagers has reached
almost 35%. Along the same line,
Black ·unemployment in general
is presently higher than it has
been in the past six years. This
is com;><>Unded by the fact that
the consumer- price index recently made its highest rise since
last April (The man has us going
and coming, he kicks us out of
work then he raises the price of
food)

THAT a brother was recently
shot to death by Jesse Hil1 Ford.
Ford is the white man who wrote
the book which became the movie
"The Liberation of L.B. Jones"
0Ne always knew there was something disgusting about that movie
- - the man who wrote it)
THAT last year 73-year-old
Ethel Waters former Black actress and now spirtual singer
for evangelist Billy Graham commented on soul music by saying,
" I think it stinks. I think it
stinks. All of them that sings
that kind of• music stink." 0Nell
Ethel, we think you ....)
THAT a virtually all-Black
high school in St. Petersburg,
Forida last month choose a white
girl as its Homecoming Queen
(Damn)
THAT the Novem!:>er edition of
Black Scholar Magazine has a
ten-page story concerning
guerilla warfare for Black people
in America in case of a massive Black-white confrontation
(There are a lot of things wrong
with it, but check it out anyway, for as Stokely Carmichael
once said it does not hurt to
be like the Boy Scouts - prepared)

Norfolk State Coll ege
(Con tinued from Page 3)

...
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was ·cancelled at the last minute
because the staff m.~m bers feared
that their names would have been
added to the suspended list.
Most of the administr ators refused to comment on the issues.
One administrator did say why.
Dr. Diggs stated that he could
not and would not comment if he
could, He was asked if it was
h\.s opinion that the stuaents had
been justly disciplined. He would
not voice his opinion, off
the record, because he was afraid
that he would lose his job.
An administrator who is afraid
to be identified made this comment on the student-adminis'tration relationship: "The pro..
blem stems from stale thinking
on the part of the administration,
The old heads still believe that
the good things the college has
acquired have come from the
goo:iness of the state's hP<i rt,
not by the tax rights of the L .a k
citizen." Mr. X. stated that this
attitude is due to a lack of
sophistication in some of the decision- m:Ucing processes of the
college and the administration's
inadequate exposure to the
American scene. He said that he
the adm1D1str;1Uon can be edu-

cated by the listening to the students who are aware of what is
happening in the nation.
No administrators would disclose the total num ':>er of stu- .....
dents to appear before the
Judicial Council. Mlss Purvis believes that there is a lisl of
about 500 names. Some student
leaders said that they believed
that the Administration was only
taking action against those who
openly support Sharp. A student,
who does not wish to be identified, s aid that Dr, Brooks had a
personal dislike for Sharp.
On November 23 as he was
about to escort this reporter from
one of the deans offices to the office of President Brooks, Roy
Hines received his letter of suspension from Dr. Brooks. At 9;00
p.1n. abou 200 hundred students
moved out of the Twin Towers
and into Faith Lutheran Church.
A .spokesman for the group said
that they would remain there and
encourage others to follow their
example until Hines is either reinstated in both the college and
the Mt~n's Tower or given a refund for his room.

try to impress upon a white
student at a white school,'' says
Michael Ridley, Bus iness.
"They are Wlconcer ned and are
very reluctant to bring up Black
issues in class, which is to be
expected, " according to Marc
Collins. This just shows that
they have no place or function
in a Black university."
Obviously, the presence of
white instructors on campus does
make a difference at least to
the students. Why the administration does not have a r acial
breakdown is unknown. Possibly
there is the fear of Howard
being labeled a "racist" institution. Student attitudes on a
whole can be summed up in the
words of James Cheatham, "As
the Muslims say", 'If they don't
treat us right, why should they
teach us right.' "

Panthe rs
(Continued from Page 3)
who spr ead such allegations."
There has been speculation that
the reason behind the failure of
the Panthers to hold their convention at Howar d was do to
indlcision and and lack of co:nmunication on the part of Panther leaders to their r epresentative who was negociating with
Howard.
One informative source believes that tlie Panther leadership had decided to call off the
convention while the negoclations were going on with Howard
but then changed their minds
when Howard agreed to rent their
facilities. These changes in decisions were slow in being communicated with their representative in \\'ashington and by the
time the final decision was made
and passed onto Audrea Jones
the Cheek deadline had passed.
The Black Panthers had' recently been verbally attack~d by
a group of students at Howard
for their coalitions with the Students for a Democr atic Society,
Homosexual organizations, and
the Women's Liberation Movement, One student com1Tu:nted
" How can a faggot be revolutionary."
In addition to this, the MarxistLennist and class struggle ideology of the Panthers does not
find many converts on the alma
mater of Stokely Carmichael
where Pan- Afrlcanlsm dominates.

By Donald Bradley

•

"We are not fighting to have
a cup of coffee with whites. We
are fighting for fr eedom." Andreas z. Shipanga, Secretary of
Information and Publ~ity for
SW APO
(South Wes Africa
P e op 1 e's Organization ; stated
last week lecture sponsored by
Dr. P. Chlke Onwuachi • Head
of Howard's Department of African Studies.
'
Mr. Shipanga and his assistant
Mr. Katajavivi catalogued the .
system of overt racism inSouthwest Africa. Mr. Shipanga alleged that the majority of Southwest Africa's Blacks live on reserves and can leave these reserves only after securing a
work contract from a potential
white employer. According to
Shipanga, "There are no laws
to regulate how long ~ Black
man can work." Those who ar~
fit to work get a uniform with
the lett~r A, " he continued.
Shipanga pointed out that failure
to wear this letter can result
in arr est.
He went on to list two subtle
forms of genocide practiced in
Southwest Africa.· Shipanga as-

serted that birth control pills
are precribed to Blacks as a
means of population control. He
explained that the Black population far outnumbers the whites.
Next, Shipanga spoke of the
systematic educational genocide.
Accordipg to him, there are only
two secondary schools for Blacks
in the entire territory. He expressed the opinion this educational genocide leads to psychological colonization. Shipanga expressed the opinion that psychological decolonization is one step
toward freedom.

\

Shipanga closed out his lecture
by stressing S\V APO as a political and underground organization. He viewed guerr illa warfare as the only avenue leading
to freedom and self-determinatiop. Shipanga explained his views
on guerrilla warfare, by stating
that all peaceful movements ha~e
been exhausted. In this respect,
he criticized the International
Court of J ustice as a tool of
western , imperialism. Finally,
Shipang~ indicted certain American bus inesses for sustaining
the racist-colonialist empir e in
Southwest Africa.

•

Tliomas p e rfo rm s
Leon Thomas, a vocalist whose
unique style is creating new
dimensions in contemporary
music, will perform in a special
Washington concert at the Corcoran Gallery of Art, Saturday,
December 5 at 8:30 pm. The ·
concert is one in a series by
black artist brought to the Corcoran by Gaston Neal.
During his p r of e s s 1 on a 1
career, Leon Thomas has sung
with many well- known groups--Count Basie, Mary Lou Williams,
Roland Kirk, and more recently P.haraoh Sanders. Now, however, he has his own group,
with which he is expanding the
capacities of the voice in new
music. Tickets for the Corcoran
concert are $1.00 for members;
$2.00 for non-members. For
more information contact the Office of Public Information, 6383211.
•

Make a woman,
piece by piece.·
Black and beautiful Angeline proves
she has nothing to hide in our tanta1izing, full-length jig-saw puzz le
(11 Y4 x 16Y2 ). 28 pieces that tease
and please in life-like color. Gift
idea: Send her to a friend in our
"mystery box." Imagine his surprise
when he gets he r altogether! (Xmas
del ivery or money back.) Great for
parties. "Everybody gets a piece."
Tell cs where to send her by printing
name and address on back of check
or money order for $3.25. Adults
only. Mail to: Fun City Enterprises,
Sedgemoor, Lake Mohegan, N. Y.
1054 7.
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{ Blacks unrespo.!?!!!.~...!o Guinea

. ;.I•

If the federal agent in charge

l•

of negro-watching had to give a
report this week, it may have
sounded a little like this: .J

j

1·

."

•

"I am pleased to report that
as a result of the recent invasion of Guinea we were able
to make conclusive observations
of the nature and strength of the
Pan-African movement in this
country.
Guinea, as you know, is the
military base of operations for
African efforts to drive the Portuguese from Portuguese Guinea.
In addition it is the home-inexlle of Pan-A!ricanist Kwame
Nkrumah, and of rabid negro
militant Stokely Carmichael. It
is lead by an anti- European,
African nationalist president,
Sekou Toure.
Guinea is quite clearly the
intellectual and political nerve
center of Pan A!ricanism. An
attack upoh that country by dissidents and white mercenaries,
would have had to bring about
a strong reaction from any militant Pan-A!ricanist movement in
this country, if indeed such a
movement did exist.
Predictably our negroes reacted in their characteristic lackadaisical manner. Our position as
a military ally and arms supplier
to Portugal went unchallenged,
and our failure to officially condemn the invasion was not contested.

•

Reports from negrologists
around the nation indicate that
while news of the invasion was
coming in, our negroes just sort
of bumbled around, not really
aware of what was taking place.
Those that did know did not
realize the sign11'1cance of the
attack, or if they did, they did
not know how to respond to it.
This non- reaction takes on
added significance when contrasted to the reaction in other
parts of the world. About 1000
Nigerian Un iversit y students
made their vehement opposition
to the invasion known by demonstrating in front of the U.S.
and British embassies in Lagos.
In Tanzania students reacted
similarly, and some even offered to join the Guinean army.
Also by way of contrast, it
should be noted that last week
about 2000 Jews held an "emergency meeting' ' attended by two
U.S. senators to protest the "cultural genocide" of Russian Jews.
The only notable exception to
the placid response of our
negroes occured in Newark, N.J.
where a few hundred demonstrated.
Credit for the pacification of
our negroes is due in large party
to the news media. As you know,
negroes have no strong daily
newspaper or a radio network.
Consquently they are dependant
upon us for most of their news.

As in this case, that means
that if we say that an issue is
not important, negroes, by and
large, will go along with our
interpretation.
For example, the Washington
Post commented, "One is
tempted to dismiss all this as a
typical and fairly harmless African political charade''.
After examining reports from
across the country, our top
negrologists conclude that now,
and for the foreseeable future,
U.S. Pan-Africanism is merely
tbe intellectual plaything of negro
academicians and college students.
It may in fact be a fortunate
development, in that, because of
their comical fascination with
involved vocabulary and phraseology, militant negroes
have
failed to make Pan-A!rlcanism
mean anything comprehensible
to the large majority of our
neg roes.
Consequently,
the
movement has only widened the
breach between the negro intellegensia and the rest of our
negro population.
In conclusion it is my observation that in terms of economic or political pressure, or
mass involvement, the Pan African movement in this country
might as well be non-existent.
There is no cause for alarm.
Sincerely, A. Lincoln, Chief
Negrologist, Federal Bureau of
Investigation
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Where's Miles' Blackness~
By Isaac Hargrove

Attempts have been made before in this column to present
a standard of measurement.
Which standard of measuremf'.nt
issued
from
n. particular
ideology. Evaluations were made
in view of that' standard, specificially in regard to the musical
personalities, Jimi Hendrix and
Miles Davis. Evaluations w~re
made regardlng the musical
forms, Blues, gospels and spirituals . The standard, ideology and
r ationale for those evaluations
should be fUlly examined and
explained, 'less they appear
reckless and unjustified.' As students of the w•Jrld's history and
condltlo::i and as a peo,le most
ill-effected by world events,
every idea and personality placed
before us should b•~ subjected
to a continuing and thorough
evaluation and re- evaluation.
Amerika's capitalistic-representative democr acy has fostered
and encourage an extreme individualism. Every man for himself, to survive by his own wits.
During the frontier era, that
rugged individual survived and
prospered off the bounty of the
land, with the accompanying but
entirely conscionable destruction
of the indigenous amerlcan population and society and the en-·
slaveme.nt of several mtllion Africans and destruction of their
societies.
In 1970, that frontier spirit
and ideal of individualism and
competition makes it very easy
for the individualist to forget
(or set aside) the · history and
condition of the group of Black
people. When we are offered a
$17,000 law firm position, or an
opportunity to score a movie,
or a chance to set up a lucrative private medical practice,
the Cairo, Illinois', Orangeburgs,
Jackson States, Rhodesias, and
South Alricas somehow drift
away. Colors, issues, rhetori~
become clouded in green hazes.
Amerika has a unique capacity
for distorting the meaning and
substance of ideas, for warping
and perverting personalities (cooptation). As Amerika is primully an economical-political
entity, that capacity for distorting hostile ideas finds its impetus
in the economical sphere of this
entity. Earlier in the decade
the nation shuddered at the call
for Black Power; last year Nixon
endorsed 'black power' on National T.V., appealing to private
business to sponsor black capitalists. The cry for Black libera-

•

tion is echoed in the faggot
liberation league, and the white.
type women's lib. Sir Graves
Ghastly is an advocate of the
vampire lib. With the issue sufficiently clouded those individuals who might have responded, but bein.g only ,cognizant
of their personal situation, can
continue unmoved in the status
quo, being respectable, and trying to deserve the next bonus.
Accordingly, to be unmoved,
to be ne11tral and \Ulassertive
in this country is to be like this
country. For, this co\Ultry, financially and politically, demand.>
conformity, To be l~ss than assertive is to conform. and to
be white, christlan- mind·~d, and
individualis tic . am<lng other
things. In light of the images and
ideas projected by television,
radio, newspapers, magazines,
books, the educational system.
etc. (all of which are controlled
by
whites, euro-americans,
Judeo-chris tlan, capitalist, middle-class, etc.) and considering
the intense and hypnotic cultural
homogeneity of that projection,
one has only to sit and do nothing
to be llke that cultural' im age.
On the other hand it is amazin~ly difficult to be non-white,
and even mo:e difflcult to be
Black.
In Amerika, the financial cen-

ter of the white world, the chief
exponent of scientific exploitation and racism, it is exceedingly difficult to be BLACK.
DuBois o~served in 1903 that
the greatest issue pf the cen• tury would be the relationship
of the peoples of Asian and African descent to the people of
European descent. Accordingly
those Africans (cont1nentals, the
islanders, those of the amerikas)
and Asians who are aware of
Europe's actual character, and
who recognize and know their own
real identity and place in the
scheme of the world and universe are ridding themselves of
all the vestiges of European in. ·fluence (cultural and financial)
and asserting their right of selfdeterminatlon.
The artist like the physician,
the lawyer, the engineer, the
teacher•••• 1h ~serting the identity of Black people must seek
. to rid Black people of those cultural and financial vestiges of
white, etc. •amerika. Subsequent
to the assertion of t:hat identity,
the exercise, preservation and

growth of that identity may in
fact involve the violent destruction of those agencies of amerika
which seek to prevent OiJ r• existence and being- away from the
white- amerikan s c he m e of
things; in that our (all AF.RICA)
separation and repudlation of
Euro-amerika would adversely
alther its balance of payments and
'prestlge aborad'.
·
To be Black in Amcrika is an
economical and health hazard.
Anybody in good health and living high on the hog should be
presumed to be less than totally
and unconditionally committed to
the welfare of the one nation
of Black people. Any person living so, has the burden of 1pro·1ing beyond a reasonable doubt'
that he ls indeed com mltted to
that nation, and can be so t rusted.
(Continued on Page 12)

By Pam P re1t o n, Linwood Wootdrtclte

P::n1 Preston
rhe purpose of CRIPE is to provide
for the Howard University
community a mechanism whereby
grievances can be acknowledged and
with the cooperation of other facets
of the U niversity. alleviated.
Research on the grievances are
provided by the brolhers of the
Alpha Ph.i Omega National Service
Fraternity.

Grievance: Why is it that the
gymnasium is not op en e d on
weekends anq evenings? It seems
useless to have a gymnasium that
is not available to the students
when the students usually like
to use it.
Reoly· There is a financial
squeeze at the University so
that no overtime (after4:00p.m.),
pay for workers ls available. Our
purpose for existing is service.
We would like to keep the gymnasium open seven days a week,
bu~ no fUnds are made available ·
for this after-hours service.
Please come by and talk to me
about this. Perhaps your assistance from the " higher
authority" can make it possible
to get the variety and extension of the- service we both want.
(This reply was submit~ed by
Mr. Herman J . Tyrance, Chairman of the Department of Physical Education for Men.)
GRIPE's Reply: Why is it ,supposedly that workers are in the
gym on Sundays who tell you not
to go upstairs and play? - see
you soon ...
Grievance: As of the beginning
of this semester, the cafeteria
in Slowe Hall has not had any
breakfast program. We either
have to come to 'Cook Hall or
the Quad to eat a morning meal.
This is ridiculous - since we
have a cafeteria, why can't it
be used to prepare three muchneeded meals a day instead of

only two? If money is the problem, maybe only three or four
people could service the cafeteria in the mornlpg and provide
at least "quick-order" breakfasts. The Brothers of Slowe
Hall deserve a little something,
don't we?? (This grievance was
submitted by Brother Michael
Littlejohn, member of the Dorm,
Councll of Slowe Hall).
Reply: Dear Brother of Slowe
Hall, In response to your Gripe
dated October 27, 1970, with
emphasis on your questions, do
understand that the adjustments
made in the Slowe Hall Cafeteria service was made with much
consideration• for you and your
needs. As an alternative to drastically increasing our selling
prices to the level needed for
Slowe Hall to support itself
financially, we choose, after
careful consideration of all factors, to adjust our internal operation by deleting the breakfast
meal. This allowed a cut-back
in personnel and in over-head
expenses which had been demanding a selling price increase in
order to break-even financially.
our participation records show
that fewer students eat breakfast than llUlch and dinner. This
then became the logical meal
to delete. The only obstacle between the Brothers of Slowe Hall
and a hot breakfast is a SHORT
w ALK or a FREE BUS RIDE to
the main campus. Therefore, you
see BroV!er, the Department of
Food Services does feel that the
"Brothers of Slowe Hall" deserve a little something; we are
trying hard to protect you against
the increasing cost to operate
that is tearing us apart. (This
reply was submitted by Mr• .
Joseph M. Stewart, Director of
Food Services.)
GRIPE's Reply: Come on Stu •••
no more humor, please?? If the
above ls true, why couldn't the
students have been contacted
First?? Is this decision Final??
How to use "GRIPE"
There are two methods that can
be used in submitting your question or grievance: by coming
to the Alpha Phi Omega National
Service F r aternity Office in room
109 of the Student Center between the hours of 12 noon and
1:00 p. m. on Monday through
Wednesday, or by coming to the
Office of Student Life, room 103
of the Student Center at your
convenience to fill out the necessary forms. Every attempt w~ll
be · made to answer your
grievances within. ten days.

Comment

H. U. gives Panthers swift kick
By Barbara Womack

"Howard 'university's refusal
to house the Revolutionary
Peoples' Constitutional Convention (RPCC) is cons istent with
their lack of positive involvement in the Black Community of
Washington, D. C."
The above statement is an
excerpt from a press release
issued by the Black Panther
Party, Nov. 27, 1970 in reference to Howard's refUsal to house
the RPCC.
At this time I am very skeptical and pessimistic about the
guidance of this university in the
hands of. Dr. Cheek. In his refUsal to allow the Panthers to
hold their convention at Howard,
he has played into the hands of
Nlxo:i's Amerikka. He has exhibited traits of a totalitarian
leader.
We keep talking about community involvement and we talk
about being relevant to the community. We speak of uniting us
and not dividing us. We speak
of love and compassion for each
other. \Ve are constantly striving for, dying for and praying
for the inalienable right that all
creatures ·except Black people
possess, that is the right to
live and love in a society that
is free of oppressive forces
against us. Yet we continually
create dissention alTlongst ourselves. Dissention among Blacks

is a trait that we cannot afford to have and a luxury that
white people do not deserve to
have.
The Black Panther Party fully
realizes the price that Blacks
must pay in or der to obtain a
free Black society, The BPP
is not just talking of Commun- .
tty involvement, they are "doing-it". I feel that it ls of utmost importance that we as Black
students fUlly understand the
Black Panther Party. We have
to look beyond the Marxist-Lenisit phllosphy of the party and
start real1Zing the significance
of the impact that the BPP is
having on Black communities
throughout the country. We at
· Howard still have a tendency to
alienate ourselves from reality.
The Black Panther Party ls
real. The bullets that ripped
through the bodies of Mark Clark
and Fred Hampton were real.
When the brothers in Philadelphia
were forced to strip naked in
front of the BPP headquarters,
that was real. The BPP is involved in a realistic revolutionary struggle. Whenever a pig
kills a member of the Panther
Party, we lose the best and the
br avest that Black humanity has
to offer.
I am not condemning or condoning the BPP. I don't believe
in the entire philosophy of the
Party, but I do realize and all

B.lacks should realize that t~ey
are the only true Black revolutionary group· in the country,
They have literally scared the
shit out of J. Edgar "Hog• ' and
the Justice Dept. They have
proven that the Black Panther
Party is worthy of respect from
all Black people.
The strongest c ri t le ls m
against . the l>arty is its affiliation with the Gay Liberation
F:tont and The Womens Liberation Front. If Wf¢ are dealing in
realism, then this criticism is
unjust. Before we criticize the
Party for aligning with whites,
we must realize that the BPP
1 is and always has been Black
led and is essentially Black
staffed and the policy making is
done by Blacks.
• In the boot, Black Power by
Stokely Carmichael and Charles
Hamilton, 1t is explained that,
"White people can and do play
very important supportive roles
in Black organizations. Their
function is not to lead or to set
policy o.r to attempt to define
Black people to Black people.
Their role is supportive. Ultimately, the gains of our struggle
will be meaningful only when
consolidated by viable coalitions
between Blacks and whites who
accept each other as co-equal
partners and who identify their
goa,ts as politically and econom~

(Continued on Page 12)
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Guinea concerns Blacks

On student government
By John Holton

The recent invasion of Guinea
(Conakry) by Portugese and
white- minded Africans has led
may Pan-African watchers to
speculate that the primary reason
behind the attack was not only
to overthrow Sekou Toure's
popular government but to somehow, somewhere win a quick
mllltary victory over Blac.k Africa to raise the morale of 150,000
white J roops fighting a lost war
in Guinea-Bissau, Angola and
Mozambique.
The theory ls that q uinea (Conakry) was chosen because she
rightly supports and allows
P AIGC (African Party for the
Independence of Guinea and Cape
Verde Islands) troops to be
trained and launch attacks into
occupied Guinea-Bissau and that
if Portugal could "show Guinea
a thing or two" s he would
"straighten up" close herborder
and camps to P AIGC brothers
and let Portugal "complete mopup actions" in Guinea-Bissau.
Luckily it didn't go that way.
P AIGC was founded in 1959
by Brother Arnilcar Cabral an
engineer turned guerilla who
from 1952-5 visited every corner
of this West African country
preparing an agricultural census
for the colonial administration,
and in the process acquired a
detailed knowledge of his people
and their s ituation. Cabral made
a detailed analysis of the social
structure of each tribal group and
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Soph Class examines
recent Panther reiections

J

..

Wnat ls the Black Panther
Party doing to its Black community? Are they expressing
unity or cUsunity among Black
People?
On September 25, 1970, Huey
P. Newton was invited by Profect Awareness to speak at Howard University for $1000.00.
This was agr eed upon and later
reject ed after the Black Panther Party decided that Howard
University could afford more. It
would seem that Huey P. Newton
would want to come and speak
to the D.C. community for free.
If a leader 'has information and
a program for his people to
adopt, why ls 1t that the people
s hould have to pay for it. This
has never hap;>ened in the history of any r evolutionary co\llltry.
On November 15, 1970, members of the Panther Organization in D.C. were asked to speak
at Meridian Hill. Five minutes
before they were scheduled to
speak, a Panther member came
and informed the residents that
there were orders from National
Headquarters that no one was to
leave the Panther office, therefore no one could come to speak.
If no one was supposed to leave
the office why did they come and

tell us that? Why didn't they
call us? Do the Panthers think
Black people ar e fools?
November 20, 1970, Huey P.
Newton was scheduled by the
Sophmore Class of LU>eral Arts
to speek at Howard. Six days
before he was to speak, the
coordinator (Raymond Johnson)
recieved a call which informed
him of the fact that , the Sophmore Class had to move his
speaking tim·~up from 8:00 P .M.
to 1:00 P.M. He was told that
Huey P. Newton had to speak
at 8:00 in Virginia. It ls now
said that he spoke at a White
university. Did Huey P. Newton
put a Black University second
to a white one? Four days before
he was to speak the coordinator contacted the Black Panther Party Headquarters. He was
then told that Huey Newton's
speaking engagement was cancelled. The reason being that,
they got the impression from a
Howard student that if Huey Newton came, no one would come to
see him (the admission was free),
and that Howard University could
not afford the $500.00 honorarium
to pay him. The coordinator then
asked them to re-schedule it.
(Continued on Page 11)

Engineering attpe·mpts
Communications network
•

,

Communication ls of vital importance in any or ganization,
1nst1tutiQn or University. our
government ls making a special
effort in that direction. At this
time ample work ls being performed in the establishment of a
Black Ham ~etwork Communications Linkage. The system will
involve both direct aad relay .
linkage. Correct communication
linkage will provide simultaneous intercommunications with a
group of State Communications
Centers. Simultaneously, as we
plan to have a Summer Job Pair
for undergraduate students in
the Engineering School next year
in the beginning of February, we
are now in the process of sending out letters of invitation to
prospective employers for this
occasion. Also, we are now trying to establish community involvement projects for which the
student will gain credit hours
and at the same time help his
community. These Community
Projects would come under a

Project Laboratory Course. This
course would be a required
course for all engineering students and could only be taken
during the senior year.
The EngJ.neering Student Council would like this year to extend our regular open house from
an annual program to a weekly
program each month. We have
not been reaching enough schools
and we would like more of our
students to participate in this
program. We hope to have a large
cultural event during the month
of March, before the Easter
break. Profit made from this program would be used to give
scholarships to less fortunate
students whose average ls below 3.0. Wg will be striving for
the establishment of an extensive
tutorial program in every department and we will also be investigating the posslblllty of an
Environmental Engineering Depa.rtmP..nt in the Engineering
School.
Wilfrid J. Amisial

weighed the revolutionary potential of each gl:,OUP. This knowledge provided the basis· for the
political education and the
People's guerilla struggle which
by 1970 has liberated 3/4 of
the country with only a few tired
cities and coastal islands occupied by the enemy.
The importance of the P AIGC
struggle · to the Pan-African
Revolution ls out of all proportion to the physical size of
Guinea - Bf.Ssau (15,000 square
miles, roughly the size of
Switzerland: 800,000 Brothers
and Sisters, the approximate
population of !baden or Algiers.
Guinea has few resources;· her
major exports are peanuts and
palm oil.)
Militarily, politically, culturally, and economically the
Portugese are losing the war
and would have long ago abandoned Guinea if it were not for
the propaganda effect that such
a defeat would have in their other
colonies of Angola and Mozambique, where the economic reasons
for
maintaing white
supremacy are much stronger.
The final victory of P AIGC
is only a matter of time. The
enemy has already lost most of
the mainland and his troops are
sweating it out in the cities
where wi~rground resistance
group~ sabotaging communicat
enters, organizing
teams of u an guerilla bands,
offing Portugese pigs and their
Tom lackeys. Brother Cabral
has
said, "Militarily, the
struggle has reached a new stage
of development and we are al(Con tinued on Page 11)

John Holton
This week's article will deal
with the proble ms faced by M~e
Harris" student government and
offer some solutions.
Having listened to campuswide discussions about student
governments (especially HUSA),
we can discern the principle elements of confllsk>n: (1) "personality clashes", (2) lack of organization, (3) old and deficient leadership and finally (4) a general
absence of communication with
the student .body. At first glance
these terms may well constitute
the problem but further analysis
reveals the crux of the problem,
a dysfunctional structure.
To my knowledge, there ls no
systematic method to cope with
"personality clashes" short of
removing
the personalities,
neither can we reconcile the
"old leadership" dllema. According to the Peter Principle
it ls possible that our leaders
might have reached their level
of imcompetence.
Nevertheless, we can solvethe
organizational and communicative problems. Pam Preston's

-

The section of the news conference that dealt with the Palestinian-Israeli conflict was apoor
display of double-standards. The
Panthers, according to the Minister of Defense, reiterate their
support for the Palestinian people
who have for the past 22 years
been expelled from their land by
international Jewry which ls
backed to the hilt by .the reactionary white power-structure of
the United States of America.
Yet the Minister hastens to defend the Party against alleged
char ges of anti-semitism. He
goes on however to confess that
"As a matter of fact some statements could be cited where some
member of the Party has made
some statement in anger in order
to hurt some of our white radical
friends because we believed that
they did not live up to the friendship agreement. But these were
internal fights.
Now, everyone knows that both
the Arabs and Jews are supposed to be from the s a m e
Semitic stock. Wqy then should
any revolutionary be worried if
he is accused of anti-semitism
for supporting that portion of
the stock that wtdoubtedly comprises the vast majority of the
revolutionary elements - in this
case, the Arabs? However, it ls
clear from the above quote, that
the "white radical friends" referred to are Jewish Zionists
who at best pose as liberals but
in fact are fascists in sheep
skin. It is not enough for the
Black Panther Party to scream
about fascism in America. What
it should start educating Black
people about is the fact that
liberals who term ' themselves
radicals are the ones who always
prepare the board masses of
the people for the klll. It ls these
liberals who call themselves
"white.radical friends" of Black
people who all the way down
history, have never lived up to
"the friendship agreement''. U
nothing at all, the Minister of
Defense should be reminded that
the greatest enemy of MancismLeninlsm ls Liberalism and
never the twain shall meet. In
short, liberalism ts the protector of capitalism and fascism
and the Party can take some

•

(Continucd on Page I 0)
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Pan-Africanism
(Fourth in a fo'lr-Part series)

idea for a s~udent/student government communication network
was excellent but she has since
resigned and no one has shown
the interest to institute it, thus
leaving organization as our main
concern.
Historically,
organizational
structure has always been a diff1cult task to surmount not only
for Black but whites as well.
In fact many civil rights "community-act ion-task-fore eBlack-groups'' failed due to lack
of organization, so this problem
ls not wtique to HUSA or alien
to CORE, SCLC, SNCC, etc.
Before the recent Thanksgiving
break, two guest speakers, one
an old historian, the other a young
emerging political theorist, both
more than mentioned this fact.
Charles l;lamilton, co-author of
Black Power: the Politics of
Liberation, speaking at the Gilbert Neal Lecture Serles (swnsored by the Graduate School
Student Council-right ont),
brought out this predicament declaring that blacks must seek
and define new structures as a
road to self-determination and
Black Nationalism." These new
structures must meet the demruids of the people, yet be 4exible, effective and efficient.
C. L. R. James, lecturing on
"The M~aning of J>an-Africanism", criticized those African
leaders who retained and operated within the colonial governmental structure established by
Europeans. Coming back to Howard's campus, wefindthatsince
1967, HUSA HAS NOT formally
changed or revised its struc-

NS.

Panthers

•

I

By Frantz Tagoe

pointers from Chairman Mao's
thoughts on how to combat
liberalism.
Furthermore, for the Minister
of Defense to suggest that
" morally perhaps the Jewish
people can make a case for
separatism and a Zionist state
based upon their religion for
self-defense," means a clear
violation dftne scientific analysis
of r eligion as contained in Maxlsm-Leninism. Lets ask ourselves, What ls so moral about
Zionism - a religious concept
that is racist, imperialistic and
capitalistic? Can capitalism,
racism and imperialism be made
to appear mor ally justifiable by
a mere juggle of words; or does
the need for self defense make
aggressive religious intolerance
revolutionary - and capitalism
and its attendant ills, morally
just? Such reasoning should not
be allowed to confuse the real
issues involved in the struggle.
Nationalism should be given
its correct definition and it must
be made clear that without nationalism there cannot be internationalism.
Internationalism
only means the com1ng together
of different nationalisms with
their specific cultural and geogr aphical peculiarities but all
having a common interest in
world peace and the treedom
and happiness~ of mankind. It must
also be emphasized that conforming to the duality of nature
and the dialectic materialist concept of a row, there ls what may
be called (a) revolutionary nationalism and (b) reactionary.nationalism. Unfortunately however, towards the end of his
press statement Brother Huey
confused nationalism with reaction without any qualification and
added that the United States has
proved this to' be so because
"it used nationalism to rape
the world and dominate everyone else.,, . The type of nationalism that the US used ls reactionary nationalism and Zionism
uses the same type of nationalism.
The futlle attempt by the Minister . to clear the Party of
charges of antl-semitism can
only lead to the compl1cat109
of the already precarious situa-

'
tion of the exiled Panther leaders
in Algeria - a country that ls
unreservedl~ against Zionism
and the international Jewish conspiracy. Algeria above all is
Pan-Africanist in outlook . and
recently served as host to the
recent successful First Pan-Africanist Cultural Festival at which
the Panthers fought so hard for
recognition.
Finally, Brother Huey tells
us that 11we have a moral right
to choose separatism, to move
into a separate state just as the
Jewish people have that moral
right. But we realize that United
States imperialism will not allow us to separate and live side
by side with US imperialism
•••. in a separate state in North
America in freedom". Obviously, the options that the E}rother
is putting forw~d for J Black
people are limited indeed. No
on·e needs to be. reminded that
the real, · proper and morally
justifiable home of the Blackman
in America is Africa. Anyone
· who in attempting to deal with
the situation of the Blackman
and falls to deal historically and
realistically with Africa is deluding the people and himself.
To talk about solving the Blackman's problem in Amorica by
merely transforming that society
and then going into a plebiscite
to decide which way the people
want to go, is sheer folly. It
sounds like subscribing to
Brother Dick Gregory's joke
about transplants.
Since it ls possible today for
a whiteman to have adead Blackman's heart transplanted into
him it is equally possible that
in the future a whlteman (America) who has lost a leg in a
serious accident; can have the
leg of a dead Blackman (the Kneegrow) grafted unto his body. Who
wlll deny that the new creation
will move about in a different
way - hip on one foot and jive
on the other. The fact will however remain that America will
always be the whiteman. Corne
back home, Brother Huey. PanAfrtcanism is the only wise and
scientific course to oui: salvation.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Students urged

to visit Africa

•

Dear Editor:
The long awaited Black Revolution ls taking place now, and now
ls the time for every A!.roArnerican to visit his true homeland. Opportunities to visit Africa exist, but many Black students
are unaware of them. Two such
programs are Operation Crossroads Atrlca and Experiment in
, International Living, which make
up the Broader Horizons Committee of HUSA, of which I am
chairman.
Crossroads Africa, which was
founded by Dr. James H. Robinson, a Black Presbyterian min.:[ster, has helped to send over
2,800 college and high school
/ students to most of the .countries
~ East and West Africa since
the nrst Crossroads group went
to Ghana in 1958. Usually a
,crossroads group in aparticular
country is composed of 10 to 13
American students and approximately the same number of A!.r-lean students of that particular
"country. They live, travel, and
work together on a construction project such as a school,
hospital, or youth center for
eight weeks. A willingness to
adjust . to a different style of
life is essential. It ls emphasized
that
the group live as much
as
•
I
~ ,P<>ssible like the people around
hem, so as to mmimize the
sense of separation. I, Tony Mort ton, went to West Cameroon in
!'-West Africa, and it was such a
total experience that I intend to
L:return and work on my own in a
· number of years. However,
Crossroads has several problems, the most serious ones
. being an inability of the white
participants to understand both
.-the Black Americans and the
: Aricans and a missionary at·...titude on the part of many par~icipants. Crossroaders must
realize that they are going to
t(Afrlca principally to learn from
~1the Africans.
J The Experiment in Interna~tional Living sends college students to countries all over the
world. The sad part about this
(Continued on Page l 2)
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. . cttc1·s t(> t 1c ~< it(>t·------. Speak 0 ut' attitudes beiated
Dear Editor:
I have just read the HILLTOP
of November 20, 1970, in particular, "Campus Speak OUt",
in which the question concerned ~
Mr. Mungo's alleged breach of
trust.
What astounded me was the
general attitude of the eight students polled. Their attitudes
ranged from concern with resignation to the fact that the
alleged defalcator will not be
held culpable ~o genuine admiration for this achievement in
notoriety. •
What is depressing to me is
the npmber of brothers (including two admirable sisters) who
feel that what Mr. Mungo is
alleged to have done ls a laudatory act and moreover, we in
this microcosm of black society
are deserving of such breaches,"
•••for having their shit so raggedy."
If this ls the general concensus of the student body; including those of us in professional schools, then I have to .
agree with "Wine" 1n substance
and to the extent that the future
holds very little for us or black
folks in black communities
throughout this nation in the way
of leadership; assuming that your

poll was a credible and reliable
sampling of student opinion.
I question how we can expect
to lead anybody, anywhere, and
at anytime on issues of political
and ·. moral action when in the
main we can condone acts as
alleged which are indicative of
the morally bankrupt.
·
I did not know nor was I ever
taught that morality was criminal
and peculiar to white people only.
I cannot see how quasi-militants who glorify blackness and
profanity in the same breath
can condone any misdeed or act
which robs us all for the benefit of a few nor can I draw
an analogy·, in this instance, to
that individual named Robin Hood,
I do not now nor will I ever
believe that the purpose of any
academic institution ls to graduate into society those who believe thievery or any criminal
act is meritorlus in itself.
I think that an examination
of all present philsophers as
pertaining to blacks from moderate NAACP to Black Panther militant, will not reveal
any acquiescence to such attitudes revealed by your recent
poll,
In conclusion, I would like to
state that for many of us here

Non-voting delegate
To all Black residents of the
District of Columbia:
Please understand that the
games of the white man m'.lst
be first analyzed and then dealt
with, Most of us agree with
those who talk and write that the
position of D. c. Non-Voting Dele:
gate was created to pacify those
restless people who say we want
home rule, to further divide those
negroes who think they have
something and to give false hope
to the masses who have even
less.
1, So what are the alternatives ? Do we tell people not to
vote, then stand idly by and let
the most popular white sponsored
democrats fight it out among each
other, opening an avenue for a
white republican, and then say to
everybody, ''I told you what was
gonna happrn".
2, Or, do we storm Congress

or the District Building, demanding that they halt this whole
thing and take that $42,000 salary
and jam tt, unless they can come
up with some real efforts toward
home rule? For various reasons,
we couldn't get one hundred
people to come out and support
this alternative.
3, A final alternative would
be to elect a m~ who has gone
on record as supporting twenty
or thirty issues not in the best
interest of white D.
or white
America, Please r(.ct.1.ize people
that the non-voting delegate will
effect little legislation relevant
to the majority of people here
in D.C.
Let's try for Sunday, December 6th, 1970, at 16th& QStreets,
N.W., 7 p,m. Use the auditorium
entrance on the southeast corner.
Bill Jones for
The Black Citizens Election
Assembly

Brother visits 'deep south'

Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to relate to our campus community an experience that
·happened to me recently.
-'• I have recently had the experience of visitng the ''deep
south". It is a very interest1'\ing if not frightening experience
for a Black person'. The tension
between the 86 Afro-Americans
. in the Howard University band
.. and the "deep south" was pronounced and great.
~
For example, our buses
··stopped in Richmond Virginia
on our way to Mt•reho:1 se Col.· lege in Atlanta Georgia. We were
drinking, singing, and just having a good time. As we pulled
.. into the bus terminal, we noticed
·. that a Richmond pol1ce paddy
,. wagon was arresting some Afro. · Americans. The Afro-Americans
~ were resisting arrest. They were
~ obviously protesting for some
t unknown reason, their arrest.
· The A!ro-A·mericans were
brashly hustled into the paddy
1
wagon and the doors enslaved
some m<:le of our people as they
: were lcl'ked. The students in the
• band began to get a little an. noyed and basically wanted to
•' do something, but then after a
. little thought on the matter, the
students from Howard realized
~ that •he Richomd police, would
Just as soon come on our char.. tered bus and take us down to the
Jail as they had done to those
~ Afro-Americans in the buster,,. minal. Then, the students were
' very quiet and thoughtful. It
seems that perhaps the students
~ on the buses began to get a
glimpse of the total emascula-
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tion of the, black man in America, I say a glimpse, because
as soon as we had gotten out
of Richmond proper, the noise
and drinking started up again
as if nothing had happened. The
white supremlst Amertcan system has so thoroughly emascu~
lated our race, that we have a
very bad tendency to forget many
of the extremely unpleasaht
things in regards to our race,
that we see happening to us
or members of our·race.
This was just one instance of
the "peculiar institution" that
is still in existence in the United
States, where even today, our
constitution will claim that all
men are created equal and are
endowed with certain 11lnalienable r 1 g ht s such as life
LIBERTY, and the pursuit of
HAPPINESS, yet 22-plus million Americans live in 1car, for
their lives, and their liberty and
are outrightly subjected to severe
racism and subtle discrimination (and severe discrimination)
in nearly every aspect of their
existence. America is a hypocrisy, was foUllded on hypocrisy
by hypocrits who continuously
preached one thing and practiced
another. It seems that the only
thing that ls not a hypocrisy,
about America is that America
has continued to be a hypocrlsf
from its beginning to now. Yes,
the ideas of the old Confederacy
are alive and thriving in the
south, Ask any member of the
Howard University band to relate to you some stories. Hubba·
Hubba band and Power to Black
people.
wuuam M, Phlllips, m
•

•

•

on black college campuses, the
time has come for serious introspection as to our seriousness of purpose; the time for
' blindly lashing out at any and
everything remindful of authority in the name of revolution or
., in thepropagattonofblackawareness should now belong to the
period of frustrated upheaval.
Further, that juvenile "block
boy" behavior on the part of
some of our male undergraduates (and some females) ls
reprehensible and to them I say,
such acts do not make a man;
that glorification of the infamous
and their notorious acts which
make them so, constitutes the
elevation of the base to the level
of purity and godliness and that
pride ls a term bandied about
by many but understood only by
few,
Harold M, Holmes
School of Law '72

Huey Newton
was iustified
Dear Editor:
I am writing to express my
vehement deprecation of the
article published downing Huey
and the Panthers. I feel that
Brother Huey has personal justifications for his decisions not to
speak at Howard. The fact that
Howard niggers talk revolµtlon
and act jive is reason enough not
to speak here. And it's time
niggers accept the fact that there
are white radicals who are more
revolutionary than the party-going-bullshittin' niggers on this
campus.
The "brother" went on to say
that Howard students should say,
"Fuck the Panthers and the Convention, what have the Panthers
done for us?" But we must realize the Panthers owe us nothing,
it's what we can give of ourselves to help off our oppressors. I cannot respect the opinion of a Black who assails an
organization like the Panthers
under the cloak of anonymity,
with only shit as reference.
Archie Bufford
•

Writer corrects ·
'G•ya1a correction'
•

Dear Editor:
This is a reply to the letter
'GUY ANA CORRECTION' appearing in the lllLLTOP dated
Nov. 20, 1970.
'
I would like to draw to the
attention of Mr. George Jones,
that what Pearl Stewart did was
to tell it like it is as the Guyana
Ambassador also did. I would
sincerely hope that George could
have done that too.
The present administration in
Guyana brought independence to
Guyana and is also responsible
for their becom~g a Cooperative Republic. This in itself ls
progress, a stage of development. The political policy of the
administration, as far as the
international scene1 ls concerned, is one of non-alignment.
Now George, does this mean
siding with imperialists' governments? Quite recently a delegation·from Guyana attented a conference in Africa for non-aligned
countries' heads of state. At
this same conference the Prime
Minister of Guyana donate~ a
substantial sum of money to the
movement of the freedom fighters
in Mozambique. Does this also
mean siding with im~erialists'
governments?
The economic policy of the
present regim ~ ls one of deveJop::ment .through cooperation instead
of by invitation. Presently
negotiations are underway for
the take-over of 51% of the major
private concerns in Guyana, Is
this capitalism, George? Since
the present regime took office
the GNP has been growing and
the present rate of growth ls
8%. This· is economic progress.
I am not aware, and no one
else seems to be, of the fact
that $19 1/2 million have been
stolen by the present regime.
I would surely like to know where
George got his facts. I would
hope that in the !Uture he restrains from misinforming the.
public with theories of corruption and )heft in the government
of Guyana, and try to tell it
like it is.
And one more thing George,
'Get your shit together'.
Kempe R, Hope

•

"Gripe' ct.lied irl'elevan f
Dear Editor:
As Howard University students
are assumed to be somewhat
forgetful, the following statement
of purpose ls printed at the beginning
of every week's
GRRIPE: "The purpose of Gripe
is to provide for the Howard
University community a mechanism whereby grievances can be
acknowledged and with the cooperation of other facets of the
University alleviated. Research
on the grievances are provided
by the brothers of the Alpha
. Phi Omega National Service Fraternity."
My gripe is that this unrelated journalistic "piece of shit"
should be removed from the
lllLLTOP, or completely and unmistakably renovated to be
"relevant".
The subject matter of the
grievances are poor and trivial,
and in direct contrast with what
should be, in a serious college
publication, that is, subject matter of a more " relevant" nature. The types of grievances
represented are of little or no
value to the Howard University
student body at large, but only
to a select few. For example,
the November 13 column in the
lllL~ TOP dealt with automatically locking doors not being installed at Drew Hall, filthy bathrooms, the Ques being the only ,
recipients of money from some

'
cowpany to fraternities,
and so
on.
In the November 6 issue, Miss
Preston and Mr, Wooldridge went
into a lengthy dissertation about
how GRRRIPE has been doing
itself an injustice printing " jive
answers'' to "legitimate grievances". I laughed endlessly as
they griped in their "uptight"
tones about the . "jive answers"
to "legitimate qu~stions" raised '
about the parking situation on
campus, the Drew Hall Snack
Bar, Samuel "Samsonite" Wallace and the D.C. Project, the
University Dining Hall, and Miss
Calhoun's not responding to any
of GRRRIPE's "legitimate questions", which Miss Preston and
Mr. Wooldridge termed to be
"the
epitome
of
Gripe's
indignance' '. Pam and Linwood,
at any rate, were thoroughly
"pissed off" as they emphasized
and accented their prejudices
with "damn'' "dammit" and
'
'
"hell",
In answer to a question in the
November 6 GRRRIPE: " ... How
can Howard University ever face
up to and begin to get involved
in the revolution now going on
in the world if our quote leaders,
both students and faculty, feel
that they are true believers in
the "BLACKER THAN THOU"
ideology•• .' Howard University
will never face up to the "world
revolution" you mention. In case

you didn't know, most individuals
at Howard are on "head trips",
some of which are the "BLACKER THAN THOU" types caused
by the "Black" ego. Howard University cannot face up to and
get ll1volved in the vague and
unspecific "revolution now going
on in the world" as a collective until mainly because a unit
such as Howard cannot approach·
and deal with something vague
and "out there". I fail to see
any correlation ·between this
vague "world revolution" and
student or faculty "BLACKER
THAN THOU" leaders, All too
weird •••
As our motto is "Unite us,
don't divide us", this column-GRRRIPE, ls definitely not uniting us in any way. Should Black
people unite over the problem
of automatically locking doors
being installed at Drew Hall,
should Black people unite over
•
the "pressing
issue" of filthy
bathrooms, or any of the other
issues that GRRRIPE entertains?
Definitely not. The trivial business of GRRRIPE netther unites
nor divides, so apathy, that inbetweenness element (and one
of the white man's weapons) is
there (characterized by Pam's
facial expression) 1n the photo
heading the column).
Instead, a column such ?
GRRRIP E should provide a me' .1(Continued on Page 10)
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Governme nt

Black

(Continued from Page 8)
ture. An attempt was made to
reform the constitution last year
but to this day, these reforms
have not been instituted.

'•

•

With the undertaking of the D. C.
P roject, HUSA has become a
bulging bureaucracy, and! like
an old tea kettle, HUSA only
gives out hot air as the pressure and heat increases.
•

\

Difficult as it seems, at least
three student councils (Architecture, Fine Arts, Liberal Arts),
radically revised their constitutions , begtnnlng both a new phase
of governmental experimentation
and a new period of student representation. HUS A must begin
a revision taking note of the
example set by the " lower student governments," if not we
can only anticipate a coup d'etat
vis a vis FCC.
~

Next week we shall examine
the real issues confronting Howard University.
John Holton

By Stan Ferdinand

There ~s a new motion on
FM: The 360 Degr_ee Experience
is a weekend jazz program sponsored by the HUSA Cultural Committee. Norman Reid, chairman
of the committee for the third
consecutive year, is the program's organizer and regular
host.
The 360 Degree Experience
begun its maiden voyage on November 19, 1970. The progr am
is presently scheduled for three
nights of prime time on WHFSFM at 102.3 on your radio dial.
On Thursday and Friday nights
the action is from 10 pm to
12 pm. "On Saturday nights",
raps Norm, "we go the full
circle from 12 midnight to 6
am''.

The concept of 360 degrees
was conceived by Norm and as
he expalined, "This idea relates
to a circular motion of infinite
possibilities which in terms of
what we ar e doing shows the
cyclical relationship between all
forms of Black Music." And
stating as an after thought that,
·•

Gripe irrelevant
I

(Continued from Page 9)

••

,.
"
\

anism whereby the surrounding
Black community can have its
grievances acknowledge by this
"campus , community". This will
not "alleviate" the problems as
GRRRIPE promises to do 11 ••• with
the cooperation of other facets
of the University ... " , but 1t Will
give them their rightful and
proper exposure, and may further
act as cultural-social stimuli.
The research on and the instant
remedies to more pr essing problems could not be provided only
by the "brothers" of Alpha Phi
Omega. It, as a future rule,
should be provided by anyone
with an intelligent suggestion:

But as the column stands, the
"Greeks " , with a minimum of
effort, can solve the gripes presented; even the "Greeks".
Miss Preston and Mr. Wooldridge; seriously consider the
forfeiture of the fiasco you print
in the HILLTOP weekly. I might
further suggest: "Unite us, don't
divide us'', for what it's worth.
Don't stunt the potentially progresslve "Black Revolution"'
that ls , the somewhat limited
expression the students have
through media; it has no place
for "space savers" or "place
holders" such as the GRRRIPE
that you've created.
Leroyal J. Kinnon

D1cemb1r 4, 1970

cultUre on
"... the beginning is the end.''
Musically Norm has been demonstrating that James Brown and
John Coltrane are cosmos of
that Universe called the Black
Experience.
He sees this r adio progr am
as a natural extension of the jazz
·shows that hls committee has
been organizing. He revealed
that, "this is something that I
have always wanted to do. Giving shows for the pasi two years
has indicated an audience of jazz
enthusiasts." Most importantly,
he feels, is that the program
should "say something" educational but entertain in a creative way.
Being on the air provides for
other significant possibilities
like the proposed HU School of
Communications. Reid recognizes that this experience would
yield expertise in radio organizing of a future value. However,
he is more concerned with the
immediate challenge of turning
students on to the abyss and zenith
of Black Music. He was quick
to point-out that the emphasis

Sophs
(Continued from Page 8)

Later, the opinion of Sophmore
Class off1ciers and other student leaders was to cancel it.
The coordinator was later told
by a Panther that the $500.00
for Huey was "not shit," and
that Georgetown University was
paying him $2500.00. We would
guess that they had forgotten that
Howard was premltting them to
hold their convention here for
$7,377.98 CThey would have to pay
the D. C Ar mory $10,000.00 a
day). For that low cost Huey
should have spoken here for free.
The Black Panther Party
wanted us to pay the seven thousand dollars for their convention.
Federal Laws states that federal
funded s chool, cannot fund political activities. The Panthers
<Continued on Page I J)

Md. ~ adio

will be on Jazz but the Blues
and Rhythm & Blu~s, from which
its credibility is derived, will
be an integral part.
Cynics and critics are always
attempting to ;malyze music and
box it into categories. However,
Norm takes the position that, "If
I start defining the music politically, etc., I would have to
use criteria and every thing
outside t})em woqld be invalid."
"Therefore I " he addedI "I will
be putting down a lot of people's
music." Reid's whose knowledge
of jazz is rather extensive feels
that the music speaks for itself.
Going the full circle on Saturday nights with him are· Issac
Hargrove and Walter Blount. Issac brings to the cycle his impressive creativity as a altosaxophonist and Walter his experience as an avid listener.
Norm explained that although
each projects his individuality
they overlap to the extent that
the concept 360 degree is not
broken. He also sees the program going beyond Howard and
reaching into the community. The
station is located in Bethesda,
Maryland but its fr equency extends over a thirty-nine miles
radius.
The program is organized in
advance in order to inf.orm the
listener about the LP's being
played. Immediate requests are
not probable but calls and letters are encouraged in order
to influence future programming.
Norm emphasized that the listeners response ls a very valid
part of the program. Therefore,
he appreciates ideas on how best
to project the music. The number to call is 656- 0770. A.'1 information brochure being prepared for release in the very
near future will provide further
explainatlon.
"Our immediate problem",
stated Norm, "ls getting access
to a lot of material because
in the course of a night we
· play tunes that cover the span

•

Norman Reid

of 15 to 10 years, blending the
old with the new. " He promised
to organize a way for people to
get out- of- circulation "sides"
that they dlg. The financial
squeeze affecting the Univers ity
and what he defined as, " ••.time
spent playing politics with
HUSA", are other factors that
are restricting the Cultural Committee in general. However, he
talked about expanding the program to bring in J µz artists
and tQ develop a Sunday/ jazz
workshop.
The next live Jazz show is
scheduled for early next semester. This exposure will feature
Erle Gravatt Means: a group
that includes Issac Hargrove,
Marshall
Hawkins,
Vincent
Holmes, Clyde Barrett, and the
incendiary drums of Gravatt. The
prevailing consensus is that they
can set your ment~/stream on
fl re.
The 360 Degree Experience can
only complete its cycle through
the listeners' appreciation and
part1clpatlon. Therefore, to ex, pand on Jazz's great bass/clarenetlst Erle Dolphy's thought,
"When you hear music its gone
in the air: you can never capture
it again", unless your receptivity is a functional part
0f the ... Experience.

..
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Sonia be's BadcfDDD
,. '

By Larry Coleman

Dean Pho to

Sister Sonia Sanchez poet/
mother/teacher is a changing
woman. But anyo:ie who saw Sonia
Sanchez wed. Dec. 3 in Rankin
Chapel would certainly have to
agree that her changing has not
c~used her to lose any of her
P,(>tency. She has become more
refined, more precise, more sophisticated. Time and truth have
honed h~r rough edges.
'
deologically, she is moving
ard the Nation of Islam. It
s without mention that such
move necessitates discipline
t the highest order. She states
· 'When you become aware, you
r.-iove toward discipline."
In the near future one will
have reason to suspect that Sister
SQnia will no longer be doing
Poems that simply state "we
badder'n a muthafucka." She will
have evolved to a level where
what she-s ays will be soft, quiet,
and dripping with flames for
euch is the way of a disciplined
'
woman.
Sister Sonia didn't cut no slack
when it came to Black male/
white female relationships. She
~plains, "Two things are movfng on brothers today, dope and
white woman and they both do
tj1e same thing."
On the issue of getting high
the sister asks "have you ever
l(vide love? That's a high that
u never come down from. "

#.

Of M'llcolm the sister says
"If we quote Malcolm :ind don't
quote live people, we dead."
Not that she dooes not love Mn.1colm, for later during her presentation she said of Malcolm,
"he was the sun.• " ·
She blasts the revolutionary
pimps (gash men) who "fuck
to the tune of Fanon and Fanon
;md Fanon••• " She related an
incident to the audience that
brought down the house, along
this line. She says that one day
a sister came up to her and
asked her if screwing was revolutionary. Sonja retorted without
batting an eye "Sister I don't
mean to play the dozens, but
your mama did it and ls sh~
revolutionary?"
Of Black people everywhere,
she . stated ''We be sun people.
Our energies have been sucked.
But we won't allow others to
touch us no more."
"The most beautifUl perfume
of this world is the Black woman." raps Sonia. She insists
"If we act like queens, the brothers will have to act like kings."
Sonja says "We've been programmed not to love ourselves.
We should kiss ourselves for ten
years." She says that everytime we walk past a mirror we
should dig on ourselves and rejoice.
A great many of Sonia
Sanchez's poems . are designed
for children. She feels a special
attraction for children. No one
up until now has been directing
their writing at Black children.
She sees a need to, because
many young Black children are
still running around calling each
other Black and Yellow. She,
being a mother of twins, knows
that children have marvelous
wits. Her aim is to point these
wits in a Black direction. She
says to Black children, "You
my lovers will be the doers
•••the world awaits your young
Blackness.''
To her man in her love poems
Sonja states, "l am here to love
you and dance in your arena of
love.''
Sister Sanchez has two books
o•Jt on the market, Homecoming and We a Bad People. Go

get' em... by any means necessar y.
Do for self. Git it together.
Love yourselves. Stand Tall. Be
the bad thang ) ou is. Observe
revolutionary discipline. Cause
like Sonia says "We a bad people;
We a new people; \Ve a terrible
people; We ain't go:ma be niggers no mo." Rfght on, my sister,
right on.

Sophs
(Continued from Page I 0)

mow this. Are the Panthers u.
ing Howard University as an
issue to explode upon, only to
gain recognition of their party?
Is this unity?
The Black Panther Party has
constantly attacked Howard University its students and Black
Leaders. As Stockley, Howard
has never attacked the Panther
P:irty. Attacking in this manner
would only divide Black People;
This is a fatal step for any
revolutionist.
Why won't the Panthers explain
to the people their collitlon with
SDS, their reasons for supporting the Gay Liberation, and Woman's Liberation movement?
When the Panthers hold a convention, why do more whites
show up than Blacks? Who are
the oppressed? We as Black
people should analyze that closely, maybe those white boys know;
something we don't.
We as Black People have
a right to know the answers
to those questions. If we are
denied that right, then maybe it
is true that the Black Panther
P'lrty is an organization existing only to exist.
The Sophmore Class

.,

.

Sonia on womanhood

'Black · Power Revolt' author
edits new anthology
'THE BL ACK SEVENTIES is a
Tomorrow is Tomorrow if You
structure which takes its nature
Want One, Don L. Lee
from the community within. I
To Make A Painter "3l~c k ,
see this volume as a house of
Mar garet c. Burroughs
new Black thought. Each essay
Has Black Religion Lost Its Sou·,
is a room and each room is a
James A. Joseph
means of convertng a truth about
blackness • . • It ~ as if we
are taking a walk around ourDesigned in part to compleselves. Some of the things we
ment
THE BLACK P OWER JU see, we like. Some of the things
VOLT*; THE BLAC K Sf"''E?'- .
we see, we mean to change."
TIES is an analysis of the pr e
Floyd B. Barbour, Editor
sent with projections for the
· THE BLACK SEVENTIES
future. Yet the past is not forFloyd B. Barbour, Editor
. saken; a true sense of Black
352 pages, $5.95 cloth, $2.95
community and Black identity
paper
flows throughout. In the words of
THE BLACK SEVENTIES goes
the editor: "We want all our
beyond protest. It is a book of
Black experience: the good, the
vision--slxteen new writings in
bitter, the grapetime and the
which contemporary black auin-between-time!"
IN
THE
thors address themselves to the
BLACK
SEVENTIES 1 Black
seventies. New images emerge
people living today · speak for
. from original essays on drama,
and of themselves.
literature, science, technology,
education, social systems, archiIn addition to an index and an
tecture. This is not an anthology
bibliography, THE
of previously printed works, but - annotated
BLACK SEVENTIES contains an
a collection of new essays writimportant al)pendix which inten by known and new Black
cludes THE BLACK Manifesto
writers specifically for this book.
and a letter from H, Rap Brown.
Among the articles and authors
included are:
THE BLACK SEVENTIES is
New Space/The Growth of Black
not an address to the white world,
Consciousness in the Sixties,
but a cQmmunity talking among
Larry Neal
itself. It will prove wise for all
to pause and listen.
The Revolutionary Struggle tor
Black Power, James Boggs
*A 1968 publication, now in its
4th printing, THE BLACK
POWER REVOLT (also edited by
The Black Arts Movement: It~
M:. Baroour) traces the concept
Challenge
&
Responsibility,
of black power through leading
Eugene Perkins
The Death of the Defensive Pos,okesmen from Nat Turner to
ture, Lance Jeffers
i...eRoi Jones.

'
.
~ltl()ll ) ()\\"S 111111( S'·

NATION did a thing last Monday in Ira Aldridge Theatre.
As individuals they are awesome;
as a unit, they are devastating.
They represent a new art form.
Sounds/Visual Imagery/Verbal
Imagery assault you simultane' ously. With one giving and taking and the other taking and
giving- -now as a solo, later all
\
•
together--tbey come at you like
a human strobe light. They come
. from all angles and they don't
be short-stoppin'. •
The audience was a mass of
'•
By Pearl Stewart
stupefied souls. Not knowing
whether to scream or clap, to
~ Good Black poetry is no longer
then
what
they
gonna
do?"
I
laugh or cry, to stay seated or
.~a novelty, and revolutionary poets '
to get up and jam, they sat
-are not difficult to find. But
Although she views the wothere••. with their minds blown.
Sonia Sanchez, a Black woman
man as instrumental in the culThe theatre was dark. So dark
with real Black thoughts and
tural aspects of the revolution,
in fact, that you could hardly
emotions is somehow unique
she contends that "Black wosee the performers. The peramong the others. Perhaps it is
son sitting next to you was an
men are not basically revolubecause she is, in so many ways
undistinguishable mass. It's like
tionary creatures,'' the rationale
a cr eator--a mother, an artist,
NATION wanted to de-emphasize
being that "any animal that gives
and a prospective member of the
themselves and place the embirth. to babies wants to see them
~Nation of Islam (The Muslims
phasis on the individual in the
live. ' ' She analogized that where( are steady creating.). Or mayaudience. Man it was dark. It
as a father is anxious to have
be it is just because she is
was eerie.
the child try new feats, the
herself.
You couldn't look at what the
mother prefers to shelter the
person
acrosi? the aisle had on.
child.
"Women have to put their lives
!'\either could you see who Mary
into perspective and be women
Jane was sitting beside. It was
This
willingness to risk,
first," she asserted in what may
like you were on an island alone.
she feels, is the difference, and
' be called an interview, but was
You were forced to dig your
this is why the man must have
actually a learning session. AlBlack s e 1 v es. There was no
a different role in the revolu' ready, 11.ke so many others in
escape and no distraction.
tion.
the Nation, Sonia has developed
Ron Anderson put some images
the wisdom of a prophet, so
on the screen that defy reality.
This is in obvious disagree~ that when she speaks, the listener
I mean, have you ever seen an
ment with the advocates of wofeels he is being educated to the
orgasm from the inside looking
men's
liberationa
concept
truth.
which Sonia feels is irrelevant
to what Black women should be
W omMhood is important to
about. "We must work for the
Sonia, so much so that she dediliberation of all Black people,''
cated her last book, we A
WOMB
she said.
BaddDDD People, to Black women, who are "the only queens
Her own means of doing this
of this universe." Women, she
WOMB is a women's organizahappens
to
be
through
the
Nation actively working towards
feels, are "culture-bearers,"
tion
of
Islam,
which
she
sees
meaning that the destiny of our
the
spiritual, mental, and
as
the
ultimate
solution
for
Black
culture lies in the' beliefs and
physical liberation of our people
people.
behavior of Black women.
through the Black woman. We
need strong, dedicated and wWShe stated that other
ing sisters to help build a naBlack organizations, such as the
tion.
Black Panther Party show the
"If Black. women move in
For information, please coninfluence of Islam. "Just read
queenly way!;, it is impossible
tact:
their (Panthers) paper, and you
for brothers to program you.' '
WOMB
can tell who came first." Sonia
She explained that this did not
911 W St., N,W.
plans to officially join the Namean that she was down on Black
Washington, D.C. 20001
tion soon, and hopes to teach
men, but "if brothers got sisters
462-0960/829-0966
at the University of Islam•
. ~ho be here to be walked over,
•
'
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By Larry Coleman

out? Well, Ron Anderson not
only saw it; he filmed it and
cast it on the screen. That really took some people offr
And then there was Ike (Isaac
Hargrove). The man with the
talking sax. He made every sound
imaginable with that instrument.
His range is infinite. When he
gets into a thing he can command that saxophone to sound
like a tape being played back
at high speed, a flock of geese
sounding mating calls, or a
broken soul crying before the
cosmos. Is he bad? "Naw, de
nigga is terrible."
Tuck (Reed TUCKSON), the per
cusslonist, went off into ·solos
that had one rhythm running up
the back of another. He played
11.ke a man possessed. Yeah,
you guessed it. He too ls terrible.
Valerie Eichelberger is "the
vocalist. And dig, Roberta Flack
ain't got shit on her. At times
her voice ls deep and hushed,
at others it is a spine tingling

soprano. She doe& not sing per
se. Her sound is a whi111ngmoaning-hum ming combination.
No words come from her mouth,
but she communicates.
Noel Holmes-vibes man- darts
like a hummingbird in and out
of every rhythm that comes from
the group. He plays add- on. No
matter how . mean a sound the
group conjures up, he can always add something on to give
it that extra comph.
Lawrence· Lewis-bass man-is
the group's heartbeat. His kingsized fiddle sent somlbeats
that left you stand~g. e bad.
Clay
Goss-poet/pla
itten
etc.-requires no elucidation. It
is understood that everything he
does is down. His poems are
darts. His poems are bullets . His
poems are bandages. Whatever
your need, they feel. For Real,
NATION ts· the coming thing,
Nation is the coming thing. Nation is the coming thing.....all
praises due to the Black man.
Amen,

•
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Mi l es Davis

Visit to Africa urge d

Swift kick
(Continued from Page 7)

<Continued from Page 8)

(Continued from Page 7)

•

It follows that the artist must
draw his whole energy, his

•
I

'

).

-

•

..

strength and courage from the
Black community (lts history,
present condition and its necesS "lry direction), in spite of the
f nancial and health perils. It is
L ·onslstent and very much improbable lhat a rnusician can
openly and flagrantly employ
st , listic elements (musical, pers nal •...) of the white rock hippie
1 iovcment, be financially depenO· ~l on the faddish and superficial tastes of the white youth
culture mo·1ement (a movement
made possible ,by a favorable
balance of payments); and be
unconditionally committed to the
welfare of Black people.
So it is with Miles Davis.
So it was with Jimi Hendrix.
So it. is with Tony Williams.
The heavy use of electronic
devices (admittedly a distinctly
white oriented phenomenon) alone
does not weigh against any of the
fore mentioned persons with
reference to our standard. The
issue is not instrumentation. One
can opt for the electric piano
over the acoustic piano, or the
electric bass over the acoustic
bass without losing the 1one and
temper of Blackness; Blackness
defined historically, religio\tSly,
philosophically, emotionally and
politically,. The issue is committment, and substance, and inspiration.
~1uch
of John
Coltrane's works are philosophical statements on the problems
of being and existence. "Love
Supreme" ls a religious - philosophical treatise on the supre-

progr am and Operation Crossroads Africa is that only a smal
percentage of participants is
black. The rn ain reasons for this
are that many black students do
not know about the programs
and so they do not apply and
many feel they will not be able
to pay the expenses. The fee
for Crossroads Africa ls $1125
and that of the Experiment in
International Living varies from
country to country. But there
are scholarships, such as that
which will hopefully be given
by HUSA, and other ways of
raising the money. For at least
the past two years HUSA has

contributed $500 for each par ticipant from Howard Univers ity. I definite1y urge anyone who
is interested 1n going to Atrlca,
Asia, or Europe for the summer to come to the upcoming
Broader Horizons meeting, which
•
will be announced soon. Ahyone
interested 1n · the Experiment
should contact Raquel Jeri in
M1iridian Hill Dormitory. Those
interested in Crossroads Africa
can contact me through the Alpha
Phi Omega Serice Fr aternity office in the Student Center, or
can call me at 332-5316.

macy of Love. "Cosmic Music"
is a religious, political and philosophical statement on the relationship of man and energy, man
and God, and man and man.
What kind of query is "Bitches
Brew" ? What is "Fillmore"
about?
In 1958 M." les was sounding
good as a 'mother'. In 1958
we were pledging allegiance to
amerlka's flag .and wishing to
be integrated. It should be clear,
that to apply a 1958 standard to
1970 would be self-deluding, if
not suicidal. Racism was as rampant in '58 as it is in '70, but
the urgency of Black people's
sltutation ls more intense. The

man's economic status is more
extended, but at the same time,
it's more frail, or insecur e. The
man's nervous, and with good
reason, debts are sue. It's sundown and the chickens ar e com, ing home to roost.
In · conclusion, we need less
diversion, less superfluidity. We
need teachers, technicians and
warriors, whose committment is
absoltite. John, Mnlcolm, Baraka,
Ed Love.... are teachers. Our
.. poets, politici~s, our religious
sages are our teachers. · Our
Doctors, Lawyers, engineers are
our technicians. And the warrior
is.
Miles is an entertainer.

Tony Morton

ically similar. At this stage,
given the nature of the society,
distinct roles must be played."
The Black Panther Party, at
this stage, is playing the role of
the vanguard for all oppressed
people in America and the world.
The Party is composed of young
Blacks just ·as we a re. They
have dreams of tomorrow as
being a society where all 'Blacks
can lay aside the shackles of
slavery and oppression and be a
proud and noble race. They are
a little more dedicated, a little
more fearless , and .are more

ready for revolution than we are
but they are no different. The
white press has led us to believe that they are vicious,
violent, troublemaking monsters.
In reality, a Panther is a Black
person who is a victim of, white
oppression, facism, and racism
as all Black people are. The
only difference is that a Panther is prepared to die fighting
for changes that w111 be beneficial to all Blacks; and for
this, The Black Panther Party
has received a swift kick in the
ass from Howard University.

PG1t-Africanism
(Continued from Pages:

Scholarships
available .

Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah
says in his latest book on the
Class Struggle in Africa - "The
total liberation and the unification
of Africa under an All-African
socialist government must be
the primary. objective of all Black
•
revolutionaries
ithroughout the
world. It is an objective which,
when achieved, wil: bring about
the fulfillment of the apsirations
of Africans and people of African descent everywhere. It will
at the same time advance the
triumph of the international
socialist revolution, and the onward progress towards world
communism, under which, every
society is ordered on the principle of - from each according
to his ability, to each according to his needs.

Students working for a degree
in chemistry, engineering, (electrical, mechanical, chemical,
civH, or industrial), accounting
or computer science may be eligible for scholarships from Ashland Oil, Inc. Brochures and additional information are being
given out by Mrs. Goldie Claiborne, Financial Aid Dir'ector,
second floor Administ.ratlon
Building.
Students in advertising, jour nalism, printing, television or
some allied subject may be eligible /or a five hundred dollar
scholarship from the Public
Utilities Advertising Association. Again, see :\1rs. Claiborne. ,

Candidate
1<
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pe r suas ive and influential,
because even if he had a vote
he would stil l have to exercis e
his influence and persuasion to
get others to go along with his
progr;im.''
\ Vhen asked whether his only
ai:egaince would be to Black
people, the candidate replied,
"I think that the delegate will
have to be responsible to all
the people of the District of
Columbia. I am a strong believer in the democr atic process and I believe that as an
elected official you have to be
responsive to the people who
elected you.''
Commenting on international
issues \Villiams conced~d, "I
don't claim to be an expert on
foreign affairs, but of course
I would certainly do my homework and become knowledgable
about areas such as Africa,
which, as I understand, ls now an
under-developed area."
The candidate pledged to "seek
to develop ways in which it ( Africa) can be more related to the
United States in forms of trade
and development.''
Turning to issues facing the
District, Williams said that his
talks with D.C. residents revealed that they are most concerned
with unemployment,
public education, consumer protection, public transportation,
and health care.
The candidate observed, "The
non-voting delegate will have influence over all matters that
affect the District of Columbia
and could make the mayor and
city council positions more responsible to the District of
Columbia. "
William:; 1s personally financing his campaign, He contends
that it is not necessary to spend
large sums 0f m1)ne:: to campaign in the District.
The candidate c•utlined his
grassroots style of ( :11npaigning, " I have bee i , t It' streets
and knocking on :i ovr~, and in
•laundramats aJ1d _J :1 cl1es to let
people know w ~e rf: I stand and
also to get some o f t .1ei,.. views."
Williams s 1iu tr.tt l !:'welcomes
"any and all icrin.s .Jf assistance in my campaign. ''
Students interested in helping
.out should call either 562-4559
or 659-1100 ext. 463.

Experience in papermaking is not necessary; we 'll train you. Within 6 months after
you join us , you will be given full charge of an engineering staff section or direct responsibility for a production unit or department.
We wi ll interview at the Student Pl acement Office
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BS and MS degrees in ChE, CE, IE. EE, ME, Pulp and Paper Techno l ogy, an d
MBA's w i th BS i n any techn i cal d iscipl i ne.
have o pportun ities in :

We

•
•
•
•
•
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MAN U FACTU RIN G PLANT MANAGEMENT
PLANT MAINTEN A N CE M ANAGEM ENT
PRO DU CT ENGIN EERING
'
PLANT INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERrNG
PLANT CHEMI CAL ENGINEERING

\

Already 10th largest industry in the United States. papermak ing is exploding w ith
new growth . And Charmin. as a producer of houshold paper products only , is a
pacesetter in the segment that is growing 3 times fa st.er than the to ta I industry !

.

Charm i n's entire operations are al ive with new methods, new ideas. new processes.
new product .concepts-and Charmin eng ineers are in the foretront of these developments. Now, as our marketing area expands beyond 75% of the U.S. populat ion . we•
need more engineers capable of bold new thinking.

of

Our rapid growth . combined with a practice
promotion from with i n . provides out-.
standing advancement opportunities. We must significantly increase our management organization in the next few years . providing opportunities at al l levels in the
organizat ion . Your progress will be closely followed . since our technically trained
management group is comparatively small.
Choice of four locations: Green Bay, Wisconsin; Cheboygan. M ichigan; Mehoopany,
Pennsylvania (near Scranton) or our new Cap~ Girardeau , Missouri plant. If hunti ng. fishing . or skiing are hobbies. your choice of locations can put you into an area
rich in resources for your favorite sport.
Sig n up at t h e Placem ent Office no w. and find out m ore abou t a f uture with
us. W e're i nterested in ta lki n g w ith you even if you have g raduate schoo l plans
or a mil i tary obl i gation . Not e: Y ou must b e a U . S . cit i zen or h ave a permanent
immigrant visa.
An Equal Opportunity Employer -

M/f
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Frosh get Wigginton as Pres.
By

"Our goal ts to become a
very, very organized type of body;
to have our stuff together so that
there will be no question of what
we're about. We see a need to
move!" Such ts the conviction
of Phylis Wigginton, the newly
electedly president of the Freshmen Class.
Sharing some of her views
concerning her leadership role
Phyllis added," I see myself as
an instigator. I have many ideas
I would like to see done but
I'm not going to beg you. My
philo8ophy: I want to work with
you, I want us to go together,
to work with the people not just
my~elf. "I don't want it to turn
into an ego-thing. 'Pres ident'
1s just a title, it's irrelevant,
it's just a name but doesn't
mean anything to me."
The Freshmen Class, she sees
as one of the most dynamic
classes on campus . Yet to tully
realize its potential, she stresses
a lar ge amount of trust and loyalty
to the executives and other members . On the top priority list
for the Freshmen is the buildup
of their budget. Next to be enacted are the guidelines for their
steering committee. The following is included in the committee's framework:
•
I. Nullification of authority
or power to the officers recognized by HUSA
II. From
every dormitory
there will be one official representative to the steering Committee for every ten student occupants.
ill. There shall be five standing committees.
a) Judiciary - Responsible
for making up the consitution
subject to the approval by the
General Body
b) Shall be the official prosecutors for the Steering Committee and any member thereof.
c) Shall make official entrances to the Constitution, all
ammendments. 1

a) Financial - shall handle
all ttnancial matters subject to
approval by the General Body.
b) Shall report ttn~cial
status at every meeting, also
print up for availability of the
Freshmen Class every month.
C) Shall have formal assetments of financial status, this
must also be made available to
the Freshmen class.
a) Social - handles all fUnd
raising projects for the class
b) handles all non-fUnd
raising projects
c) will serve as the official
publicity committee.
a) Political - will investigate and report all political matters in the Howard University
environment.
b) will announce officially
on all political emergencies that
would deal with the com mlttee.
Also will be responsible for keeping them aware of all political
happenings worldwide,
a) Emergency Act1on9Committee - s hall handle all emergency s ituations that deal with
us as members of Howard University and the D. C. community. The only committee where
members would have to be voted
for.
;
IV. All meetings would be open
to the Freshmen class, except

Emergency Action meetings.
V. General Body of Steering
Committee:
a) Shall consist of all members of various com m1ttees
b) F\Dlctlons: 1) approve
mendments and laws to the
Constitution; 2) approve all actions of the various committees;
3) assume authority over all
standing committees
VI, Executive Body: Upon the
absence of the Chairman (president) the Vice-Chairman (VicePresident) will assume the role.
This will follow suit of the officers down the line.
Currently the Steering Committee ts planning a dance to
be held on an upcoming weekend.
On HUSA the Freshmen Pres ident stated that she can definitely be counted on for her support " first - for my Freshmen
class, second - for anything else.
If they' re going to do something
that's not beneficial for us, then
· •m going to tight! "
She concluded with a word of
thanks, to all the people who
worked with her, to all those
who put their time into the elections. A special thanks was extended to "someone who has
trained me to accept the ups
and downs of student g-overnment" .

Phylis Wigginton

Michael Littlejohn
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By Gwen Ross
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;• H app i ness if Thanksgiving,
Christmas, semester and spring
~rcak ."

With the secona of these holidays only weeks away, thoughts
of REST, HOMECOOKING, and
GOODTIMES loom even larger;
but the vision is clouded when I
think of the READINGS, BOOK
REPORTS, TERM PAPE RS and
other assignments that have come
to be an equal part of vacations.
Three years of such Howard
11 gootlies"
have taught me that
I can not beat the system, but I
have decided to begin my battle
a little early. Maybe you' re
among the fortunat.:is wl}o manage
to be manage to be' forgotten at
this time of year, but if not,
why not, get a headstart on that
Ja"merry. load" ~f work. While
''you' r e sitting down making out
that Christmas gift list, why not
1line up your future assignments,
\ indicating necessary materials ,
preliminary work, and due dates.
The next step is to eliminate as
much of the work as possible
befor e the holidays, You might not
be able to knock off that ;nuch
by Christmas break, but any wo.rk
~ done will be a s tep toward NO
. Work and mor e enjoyable holidays.
Cooking dans la Chambre

In last month's column, I in. eluded a section called "Bach~ elor's Kitchenette," aimed at the
male student with more cooking
facilities and less cooking abilities. Those of us who lack the
luxury of stove and refrigerator
do not have to despair. Thanks to
• those modern wonders called can
opener and hot plate, we can
create anything from a morning
snack to a mini-supper in our
humble dormitory rooms. Alowcost, natural 'frige (a window,

Regis Lake

By Lerni Wllllams

activity. If the law 1s laid down
Michael Littlejohn, a junior in
ma]or hassles should not occur.
Liberal Arts will replace Dwight
:' Affairs of junior class affects
Moore as president of the Junior
a.it juniors. It ts their money
Class.'
and they should see that it 1s
· Brother Littlejohn · · worked
put to its proper use," Michael
earlier in the semester initiating
Said.
I
actions for possibilities of proWhen asked how he feels about
grams for the Junior Class.
stepping into to his new office
Michael was chosen to offtce
at such times, Michael said that
when no one oppesed him for the
he plans to do an effe~tlve job
position during a recent council
regardless of the time he has
meeting.
Already
he
has
in office.
presented proposals to be
activated by the class. Tentative projects are: (1) Christmas
program for Fides Neighborhood
House. a D. C.· organization for
Black children, (2) newsletter put
out by the junior class, (3) picnic
"Orne te" by Clay Goss and
at end of year and (4) fund
scenes from T.C. Cooper's
raising events which includes
"Strawman" will' be presented
a cabar et.
.
for three nights on December
The Sophomore Class plans to
10,11, and 12 in an actor - diwork with the Junior Class on
rector workshop. All persome of the above projects.
formances are in Ira Aldridge
11 0ur aim is to establish betTheater at 8:30 p.~ . and ad. ter communication between the
mission is free.
,
classes. Working together on
The act.or-director workshop
these projects is a major step,"
initiates a new idea for the HoLittlejohn said.
ward University Department of
On December 3, a meeting of
Drama, by using total theater
Junior Class officer s is scheas a complete educational exduled. At that time committees
perience for student actor s , diwll l be established, and problems - r ectors and technicians.
or gripes of class officers or
These three nights should form
students will be heard.
•
the nucleus of a valuable, educaLittlejohn believes that in
tional experience. It is only
order
to
have successful
through experiences such as this
projects, discussion p e r i o d s
that prospective theater people
should be held orior to each
begin to grow and mature.

Goss play

••• a tote full of topics and tips
for pleasant and meaningful
college living.

that is) is promised to us ?Y the
freezing winter days •ahead •
?\1eanwh1le, here are a few suggestions for keeping the hungries
away:
• Canned sloppy joes come ready
to heat and serve on a bun
along with your favorite canned
vegetable (e.g. corn or peas).
Italian style beef ·dishes
(spaghetti 'n' beef, ravioli) ar e
equally fillin g.
•For a thirst-quenching beverage, try any of the canned or
packaged drink mixes (Tang,
Start, Kool-aid); also available is a line of flip-top puddings and fruit.
· Tuna, long a student staple,
can be made tasty with relish,
mayonnaise (or the all-in-one
sandwich spread) on cr eackers; serve up with creme of
tomato soup for a warm savory
meal.
• Chocolate lovers can buy the
ready-mix instant or make
their own with chocolate, nonfat dry mix, and boiling water;
tea and coffee are also good
winter-time warmers as well
as instant waker-uppers.
• Granted, Mom's griddle cakes
can 't be duplicated, but we can
try with the new, complete pancake mix (by Aunt Jemima)
or make' m from scr atch
(minus eggs and milk if need
be).
.

Littlejohn -Jr. President

Me and Thee

to live up to mine.
You are you and I am l
And if by chance we find each
other.
It's Beautiful.
- Fr ederick Perls .
An Arsenal of Protection
In search of an able defense
against the everyday threat of
robbery or attack??? "Traveling
in groups is your best protection, " says Howard Security Supervisor Lloyd Lacy. However, if
you've doubts about the safety of
numbers, he suggests arming your self with a whistle or
any loud noisemaker (a scr eam
maybe?) Invest somt! time in a
course in the Oriental arts of
Judo or Karate - you'll gain skill
in one of the more effective mi'!ans
of self- defense. Karate is a good
choice for women, since it's
power lies in pressure points
rather than in physical strength,
Lacey turns thumbs down on mace
guns or gas pens, for their effect is too dependent on the direction of the wind. Caution! You
could wind up getting doused
worse than your attacker.
Collected in Passing ...

Education constipates
your
mind... Happiness is a blind date
that you are not afraid to show
your friends ...Singthe Unfinished
Song! ••• can you be Black anti
on Scag? ••. (found above a bed)
Do not dish1rb - I am L11 m/
happy hour•••• Don' t take lU-e too
seriously, you' re not going to get
out of it alive•.•Join the Piece
Corps •••

.

Our hot pursuit of individuality in recent years has taken us
to the liberated look in dress,
unique styles in prose and poetry,
highly experimenteal forms of
music. We•ve even invaded that
realm once regarded as a blending of individualities- I do my thing and you do your
thing.
..
I am not in this world to live
up to your expectations,
And you ~e not in this world

.-.ow,..,Ros- - - - - -

AAT ANO 1.ITE AAAY MAOAZIN E

'

•

When you know
it's for keeps
'

Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are as~ured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb cqlor, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the ye.How
pages under "Jewelers."

1

.
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HOward advances to NCAA semifinals, face UCLA
By Millard Arnold

They stood around in little
groups. They thought they were
bad. They had on black leather
jackets, ca~ried billyclubs and
wore s hiny badges that said
'Philadelphia Police.' They were
there to protect the good white
folks in case there was anymore
trouble out of those "savages "
from Howard University.
Unfortunately, the Bison did al l
the beating, downing previously
unbeaten Philadelphia Texille 10 on Keith Aqui's fourth period
goal. It's too bad the police
didn't play soccer. Textile could
have used all the help lt could
get.
Howard advanced to the
NCAA' s semifinals in Edwardsville, Ill., where the met UCL A
yesterday. Defending champion
St. Louis faced No. 2 seed Hartwick College of Mass. The two
winners meet for the national
championship on Saturday.
The Bison may not win in
Illinois, but they are already
the fourth best soccer team in
the country. No Howard athletic
team in recent years has come
close to achieving the measure
of s~ccess that lhis year's squad
has accomplished.
Howard won the 1960 NAIA
soccer championship, but the
NAIA is generally regarded as
a "weak sister" conference when
compared to the NCAA.
At least one thing is certain.
Howard's the best thing Philadelphia Textile has ever seen.
In fact Texlle got to see the
Bison twice, and it cost .them a
trip to Edwardsville, rtot to mention their first loss in 17 matches
and first shutout in 33 games.
Howard and Textile orginally
met Saturday in a game that
was so poorly officiated, that
fighting broke out between the

I

By Leroy Lashley

players, and then spread to almost half of the estimated 1,500
spectators.
Although Howard fans were
badly outnumbered, the Bison
won the brawl too, as Joe Howard and Arnie Young among
others, hipped the City of Brotherly Love to what being a Brother is all about.
The officials, wl\o had allowed
the game to get out of control,
called the contest with the score
tied 0-0, and six minutes remaining in the match. A report
was filed with the NCAA's Rules
committee, but most people felt
that Textile would be given the
victory because they had more

corner kicks, 7 to Howard's 3.
However the game was rescheduled for Monday, and Howard made the most of it. In
their first match the Bison were
badly outplayed as Textile took
21 shots on the goal as compared to Howard's 8.
But the second game was different. Howard relentlessly when
on the attack as Aqui and Henderson spearheaded and coordinated the clever forward
wall. Textile was never able to
recover, although they picked
up when Howard's goalie Mike
Jones re-injured his right knee.
Aqui's score was typical of
anyone on the Bison front line.

Bison join new conference in July
By Lena .Wiiiiams

Howard's Bisons finished their
last season in the ClAA Saturday, with a 7-2 record.
On July 1, 1971 the Bisons
will join the M'EAC (Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference) M·)rgan
State, Maryland State, and North
Carolina A & T, are among
some of the teams assigned to
this conference.
The aim of the conference is
to upgrade the status of black
institutions in the area of athletics. Presently, most black institutions are classified and graded
on college levels.
Coach Tillman Sease sees the
reassignment as an inspiration
for his team. Hopefully the new
status will attract wider publicity in the mass media for the ·
Bisons and other teams.

Unlike previous years, post
season activities have been
changed to strengthen the players
and coaching staff for next year's
season.
Coach Sease explained that
black universities such as Florida A & M al'ld Texas A & M and
expressed an interest of playing
Howard in a post game classic.
Johnnie Fairfax, captain of the
defensive backs, outlined the
tentative practice schedule for
the team. According to the new
plan, the team will have a period
of rest for six weeks, which is
to be followed by a weight lifting program. This program is
part of the winter practice. Spring
practice follows with more running and outdoor exercises.
Included in the off season
activities is an academic tutor-

ing program for members of the
team.
For years, Howard
has been p 1 a q u e d by football
players unable to play because
of academic probation. The tutoring program hopefully will cut
down on this problem.
Fairfax believes that team togetherness accounted for this
years winning season.
Coach Sease reinforced the
above point, w~en he spoke of
"respecta,bility," "If this new
conference, Howard inclusive, is
to gain respect from other universities, cooperation and effort
must be put forth by both members of the team and coaching
staff."
In retrospect of this past year,

one could see why the coach
is looking forward to tomorrow.

Textile, in desperation, moving 10 men into the Howard goal
area, but Kenny Thomas, led the
Bison defense which has now
shut out its last fourt opponents.

On their way to Germantown
to meet Philadelphia Textile, the
.Howard socoer team stopped off
at Annapolis last Tuesday and
destroyed any hopes that the
Naval academy had for advancing to the NCAA semi finals
by defeating the Middles 2-0.
An ice cold day, a bone-chilling wind, and the Navy defense
were unable to contain the Bisons.
Howard scored the opening goal
on a break away down the left
side. Alvin Henderson, a freshm:m recurited from Trinidad,
fed Keith Aqul who dribbled past
the defense and fired from 15
yards out to the lower righthand corner of the net.
It was only the eighth time this
season a shot has gotton by goalie
Nells Goddard.
The goal was a signal for the
Howard marching band to put
in its dramatic appearance to
enliven the proceedings.
Howard, which outshot Navy,
6-2, in the first quarter had
two other scoring chances toward the end of the period. Bob
Elsbernad, the ~Udshipmen's
right fullback, blocked a close in drive and Goddard denied Aqui
the opportunity to score from a
corner kick.
Howard's other goal cam~ at
16,10 of the third quarter when
Bermudian Donald Sim:nons
corner kick hooked into the net.
This was Sim mons' second
attempt after the first was disallowed because Howard had too
many men on the field,
The ruling did not help soothe
.Warner one bit. Navy's coach
for 25 years was so overwrought
after the game that he refused
to comment.

Chambers named director
· of Red Cross Program
Under a special grant from
the American National Red
Cross, Mr. Jaines T. (Ted)
Chambers, a forty year Red
Cross volunteer and former Athletic Director at Howard University, has been named to the
Red Cross, Safety Programs
staff to direct the new program.
The Volunteer Detachment program will serve as a pilot project for possible Red Cross
Neighborhood · Detachments in
other cities. .
A nationally known athlete, Mr.
Chambers has found Ume in his
active, busy career to serve
the community wherever he happened to be - .usually as a Red
Cross volunteer.
Bom 1n Monroe County, west
Virginia, Mr. Chambers was educated at Dunbar High School and
Howard University. After receiving a B. A. degree from Howard
. he did graduate work at the

University of Pittsburgh, followed by two years doctorial
work at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. Also, he
attended Northwestern University's
coach - administration
school.
His association with Red Cross
began in 1920 when he taught summer swimming at Mott Pool.
Since becoming a Chapter volWlteer, he has taught first aid,
swimming and life saving. In
faot, he has taught thousands in
first aid, as wen as sezying on
numerous first aid details, including such historic events as
Resurrection City and the 1969
March on W3Shington.
Mr. Chambers' many accomplishments 1n the athletic world
include producing five winning
soccer teams. In 1961, his soccer squad captured Howard University's first intercollegiate
title in 68 years.

Basketball season opens .this week
By Linda Lou

•

I

Captain Stan Smith (21) steals the ball from a Navy defender in the
Southern Regional Championships.
•

Once again it's time for the
Howard .University basketball
team to suit up and show what
it's made of. This year.the squad,
which finished 15-12 last season, . has more to contend with
than just the C.JAA northern division teams. Coach Emery has
m store for his team a schedule that is without precedent.
The first game of the season
has Mowit St, Mary playing host
to Howard on December 2, Then
it's •Howard versus Monmouth
' College here on the following
day. Then, on Decem'Jer 6, the
Bison really run into some tough
competition when they clash with
the defending. conference champion, Winston-Salem State in New
York City.
There will be no time for holiday . festivities for the basketball team this year. The Bison
have a double-header two days
before Christmas in New Haven,
Col11'., and in \Vtnston-Salem on

New Year's day. The highlight of
the year will be .the game on
March 1 in M4dison Square
Garden when Howard meets the
University 'of Puerto Rico. This
game, whi~ is the last of the
season, should provide the much
needed exposure to boost the
team's image.
Despite the tough schedule
ahead, this year's squad should
make a good showing with the
excellent talent 1t has, The team's
promising new guard, Warren
Hollins, a freshman Guard from
WJ.chita, Kansas, is expected to
be a catalyst to spur the Bison
on to a successful season. Along
with him will be many of last
year's · veterans including 6-4
forward and team captain, Frank
Spells; giant 6-7 center Achilles
Carroll; guard/ forward Larry
Jiggetts, the jumpshot genius;
and tiny guard, 5- 9 Tommy Lee.

December 2--At Mount St.
Mary's.
3-- Mc)nmouth College.
5--North Carolina
Central
6- -Wmston - Salem
at NYC.
9--At St. Paul's Colr
lege.
10--At VirginiaState.
12--St. Paul's College
16--At Ma~yland
State.
18--Virginia Union
22-23- -Hollday Double->
header at New
Haven,
Conn.,
(with Quinnipiac,
N~w Haven College at Hampton).
January 1-2-- Holiday Doubleheader at Winston-Salem, N. c.
(with Fisk, J.C.
S ml.th and Winston-Salem St,)

•
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The soccer team, which ls
bringing Howard prestige and
recognition far beyond the wildest
dreams of most school officials
and students, has run into the
age old problem: If you're Black,
get back.
Throughout most of the year,
the Bison's unbeaten soccer team
wasn't even rated in the national
polls. Only in the final two weeks
of the regular season when coach

Ted Chambers and athletic director Leo Miles began demanding
to know why, was Howard even
mentioned.
Even then Howard was ranked
15th. Mer all it was just a llttle
Black school and the quality of
competition was poor. They failed
to take under consideration that 1
el an Maryland was undefeated
llld . Mh ranked nationally,
Howard knocked them off, 2-1.
Going into the NCAA playoffs,
there was some question as to
whether or not the Bison would
be sele:cted. Fortunately for Howard and unfortunately for al~
most everyone else, the Bison
were chosen.
The problems didn't end then.
Against Maryland, their first opponent . in the tournament, the
Terrapin coach ranted and raved
about the poor conditions of Howard's field. and talked condeningly about the university even
while admitting the soccer team

BY MILLARD ARNOLD

.

.

was good.
"Yes there soccer team ls
pretty good,'' he said, "but then
they don't have anything else to
do over at Howard anyway."
As it Howard students don't
study.
In the end, be was the kindest
of the lot. Navy soccer coach
said he would never schedule
Howard again because of their
insolent behavior. He accused
the Bison of having a chip on
their shoulder. "I've never been
treated like that in my lUe,"
be remarked. They demanded
their own referee. That's unheard of."
The Middle coach sometimes
forgets that everyone doesn't go
to Navy, and doesn't have to put
up with that ridiculous iron Navy
discipline.
He also didn't mention that on
one end of the field he had
armored trucks loaded with riot
troops just in case anything went

wrong.
But the crowning touch came
in Philadelphia against Philadelphia Textile. It got so bad
that one Bison player remarked,
"They don't want a Black team
in the nationals. They don't want
us to win. They' re trying to
cheat us out of it."
It really looked that way. One
of Howard's coaching statt claims
he saw the game ottlcial paid
off to throw the contest. "Near
the end of the third pertoo one
of the referees came to the
sidelines and this guy slipped
some money into his hands. They
didn't know I saw them."
Saw then or not, the ottlciating was awfUl. Howard, an offensive team got only 8 shots
at the goal while Textile had 21.
The ottlcials called almost
everything against Howard, and
when fighting finally broke out,
(which underdog Howard won)the
police that responded, attacked

Howard's side of the field.
Interesting in itself, because
Bison fans couldn't have numbered over a 100, and all of
them weren't involved in the
mass of about 700 that was on
the field. ·
Mer the game was called,
and plans made to reschedule it,
Textile's athletic director was
calling Howard "savages" and
"animals" and that he would
never play Howard again. Little
did he know that he wasn't going to play anyone else this
season anyway as Howard eliminated Textile in the rematch,
1-0.
So now its Edwardsville, m.
The Midwest. A bastion of antlBlack feelings. Witness Cairo,
Ill. Don't be surprised u Howard ls oustered from the tournament-They didn't want us there
ln the first place.

Area schools field some of the
worst squads ln the country ln
every major sport.
Everyone's heard of Navy's
and Maryland's sorry football
teams, and American's and
Catholic's poor versions of baseball competition. And you yourselves probably remember some
of the patsy teams Howard has
thrown into the collegiate arena.
Which brings us to the Washington Redskins.
Sonny Jurgensen, whom history might prove to have been
the greatest quarterback of all
time, gives the Redskins a
perenially potent passing attack.
Jurgensen 1n turn has been
blessed in recent years with the
presence of great receivers like
flanker Bobby Mitchell, wide end
Charley Taylor, and tight end
Jerry Smith.
Now the Redskins alsopossess
a devastating rushing offense,
spearheaded by halfback Larry

Brown, who has already broken
all previous Redskin rushing records. Add to this an outstanding
defensive
backfield, superb
coaching, and the legacy of Vince
Lombardi, and somebody has
to explain to me how the Redskins managed to get stuck in
next-to-last place ln theNaUonal
Conference's East Divlsionpresenily with a miserable 4- 7
record.
•
Collectively, the team seems
to lack the spirit and desire
that all winning aggregations naturally possess. A breakdown
here and there, or a desj>erate
rally tends to make the Redskins' lossess more.. exciting, but
a defeat isn't what the fans pay
to see.
In fact, Washlngton teams owe
the area sports fans, who have
long enthusiastically supported
losers, much more than they've
been giving. Maybe season tickets
around here should come with
a money-back guarantee.

-----__..;.·Tl~I
Sit back and brace yourselves,
it necessary, take another drag
off that weed, sports fans, because another shocking revelation ls about to come from the
typewriter of your enterprising
associate sports editor.
Washington D.c., your Nation's
Capital, ls a townfl,tll ofLOSERSt
Oh, you already knew that.
But maybe you've never realized
how deep the area sports scene
is mired in the depths of mediocrity.
The Senators are proven
losers. Great individual efforts
made them exciting to watch
occasionally as they struggled
through a long 1970 season, but
a 14-game losing streak at the
end proved that the baseball team
was just a hard-luck bunch of
mediocre players with inferior
talents.

.frank Howard, for all h1s
gigantic 6-foot-7 frame and 44
home runs last season, is still
a loser. Manager Ted WW lams
was probably the only exception,
but all his technical expertise
was wasted on the motley crew
he was forced to manage.
Washington has also toyed with
a professional basketball team
thrice in the past couple of
decades. The last tlme was two
years ago, when the Nation's
Capital lured the American
Basketball Association's championship team from Oakland,
CalUornia.
The franchise featured the
league's premier scorer in Rick
Barry, and Warren Armstrong,
the no. 2 rebounder in the league
and also a top scorer. Despite
all this talent and more, the
team failed to reach even the

Behind the goal

t

(

BY LEROY LASHLEY
Howard soccer team, on a few
Grier.
occasions this season, par"Howard ts a small Black
ticularly when they are matched
team and should not qualify for
against ·predominantly white
the semi finals," the referee
institutions, has been the victim
must have said, And h1s bad and
of indiscriminate officiationg and
biased decisions conveyed the
bitter verbal attacks from opidea. He awarded the Rams nwnposing athletic personnel. The
erous free kicks and converted
quintessence of such deploring
apparent goal kicks to corner
actions were magnified on Satkicks almost at will.
urday during the NCAA quarter
Mt!anwhile, the handful of Hofinal match between Howard and
ward spectators were emotionPhiladelphia Textile in Germanally enraged but controlled. Howtown Pa.
ever, when Henderson was forcThe game ended prematureibly thrown to the ground and
ly when disorder broke loose.
brutally kicked by one of the
It was replayed on Monday and
Textile defenders, there were
the Bison5 emerged victors.
several angry faces around the
Because of an article whic ~1
side lines. The Howard inside
appeared in The Sunday Star,
left traded punches with the dethe campus community ts humfender on regaining his footing.
ming with the talk of a major
The pro-white Sunday Star
riot triggered by the Howard
made it appear as though Hoplayers. To clear the air, there
ward team and its supporters
was no major riot, though the
went to Germantown to riot ininjustices meted out to the Blsons
stead of to win a soccer game,
demanded one, but for all pracand that they were like feroctical purposes lt did not occur.
ious animals pouncing on their
It was mentioned'-° this column
feeble prey.
a few weeks ago that Howard
The Washington Post, on the
will win the NCAA soccer chamother hand, being more objecpionship this year. And they will
tive reported that the incident
capture the tltle U prejudice
between Alvin Henderson and
officials do not stop them. No
the Rams defenders "touched ott
college team in the nation can
the free-for-all that embroiled
surpass Howard in technique and
at least half the estimated 1,500
skill and the Blsons were really
spectators."
laying it on the Rams of PhilaTo add insult to injury, Texdelphia much to the displeasure
We's athletic director, Harry
of their opponents. The Textile
Pure, without an attempt to blame
contingent became belligerent
the officials for allowing the·
and the all white officials begame to get out of hand, was
came benovolent and accomdistastefully quoted by The Sunmodating to the home team.
day Star as saying that he would
A few of the Bisons were
never again play Howard in any
battered on the legs and went
sport.
after
the ball hesitatingly
The 'Star' reporter who was
throughout the match. Many of
sure that "Textile would be dethese physical attacks were not
clared w.inner because of its edge
heeded by the referee.
in corners, and the fact that
Alvin Henderson, the team's
Henderson triggered the frac as,•'
leading scorer, and the most
must have s wallowed a bitterplll
dirninutive player on the squad
when Howard defeated the Textile
was the lamb to be slaughtered.
squad in the replay match and
He was r epeatedly attacked by
earned the right to meet UCL A
Dave Tyson and Ed Berenbau of
Textile, men compar able in size
in the national semi finals.
to former footbal' player, Rosie

play-ott ftnals, and have since
run ott to Virginia somewhere
where they are now bidding for the
top spot in the ABA's East Division.
Down at the college level the
state of affairs ls about the same.

Howard's CIAA
wrestling champs
ope• season
In all the excitement over Howard's unbeaten soccer team and
first winning football season in
six years, the most consistent
winner on campus ts almost being overlooked.
The Howard wrestling team,
CIAA champions for the past
four years, opens their season
Dec. 5 in a quadrangular meet
in Waynesburg Pa.
In the past, compettngprlmarlly in the CIAA, Howard has
overpowered almost all of its
opponents. In an attempt to upgrade Howard's wrestling program coach John Organ has
sche~uled meets with several
of the perennial estem wrestling
powers.
Commenting on this year's
schedule, Organ said, "This ls
definitely the hardest schedule
we've ever had, but the only
way to gain recognition ls to
compete against the best."
Co-captains of the squad are
James (Junior) Walker, three
time CIAA champion from
Newark, N.J., and Henry Wilson,
a senior from Rye, New York.
The schedule:
Dec. 5--Quadrangular me et
(with Waynesburg, E. Michigan, and w. Virginia. Away)
Jan. 23--At Millersville
23--Quadrangular
meet
(with St. Francis, CalUornta,
and Courland. Away)
25--Catholic University
26--Gallaudet
Feb', 3--At U.S. Military Prep
5--At Old Dominion
6--At Norfolk State
11--Morgan State
12--Frostburg State
13--Norfolk State
17--Lincoln University
20--Wllkes College
27--Virginla
Commonwealth Univ
Mar. 5- -CIAA Tournament
11--At NCAA . or NAIA
Torimey
12-- At NCAA or NAIA
Tourney
13-"At NCAA or NAIA
Tourney

TIRES
Wholesale to students at our
warehouse, 10732 Hanna Street,
Beltsville, Maryland. '

•

.

For information, catl
Universal Tire
at

.•

474 -4000

.Join

the Cassette

Revolution!

.. ~ study for exams with cassettes now!
You'll never want to study.any other way!
Each cassette is a full one-hour reco~ding of all the important content material,taught in college.courses, based on the
most widely- used textbooks.
;
·
I

READY NOW :

In troductory Ps ychol o gy
Edu cational Ps ychology
Abnormal Psycholog y

'

AVAILABLE SOON:
Afro -Ameri can Hi stor y
Introduc tory Physics. I
l n'troductory Economics
Introd uctory Philosophy
American Go vernmen t
English Composition
B asic Sta ti s ti cs
Intro ductory Sociology
Introduc tory Anthropology
Social Psycho log y
Persona l Ad1uslmenl and
M ental Hygiene .
Ch ild Developm enl

Available at your local bookstore .

CASSETTE PACKAGE* : $6.95
·each package contains · one-hour
cassette . an outline o f the contents. a
b1bho9raphy of the standard textbooks
tor the course. and a detailed glossary
w1 th def1n1t1ons .~o r se l f-tes1i ng.
COLLEGE CASSETTE OUTl!NE SERIES

•

Hon, RlnelaM and Winston. Inc. 383 Mod•son Avenue. New Yorl 10017
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th~ situati~n

between Howard
.
a.nd the Blac·k· Panthers •

I

•
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By Linda Lou

!
~

..

.

James "Fidget" Henderson, L.A.
" Senior . .
I think~ Panthers were given
ample time to come up with the
money ; but they blew their dea l
with Howard.

Fred Marable, Bus. Senior
The Panthers had better get
the1nselves together.
I

•

Clinton A. West, L.A. Senior
I'm glad the convention wasn' t
held on campus. Some brothers
might not have dug the Panthers
and their white girlfriends .

I

Tony Butler, Architecture Soph.
Howard should have let them
use it for free.

'
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Vickie Ross. Fine Arts Soph.
I don' t think the Panthers
should at tack Howard University
because · Dr. Cheek and other
. officials offered the facilit ies at a
111i 11i 1na I charge.

•

Brad Brittain. Engineering
Jwlior
Poor Black people, even the
Palnthers must get themse\ves
together in order to have a
successful revolution against the
system - white people, Brothers.
(What's a class struggle?).

\ - ' '.........

'

.'

•

•

[)a n

Sn1ith.

Ph ysics.

Grad .

School
President Cheek has appcart:d to
handle past crises and conflic ts
in a frank and ~ lraig,ht-for
\\ard
....

n1anner; thus, I have n~'>Oll
t o d oll bt his ~ inccr it!
in
nego ti.1tions with the Panther..,

-

Eric Banks, Engineering Soµh.
A lot of peo ple feel that the
Panthers sho uld have got ten it
free , but o n the other hand
" Bird", Fine Arts Junior
those people failed to realize
I think the Pan thers were wrong
"""''""'""' ·----------1111!11---•that Howard University is bound _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to expec t to use the facilities for
by law to charge a n off ca n1pus
free. After all , we don' t go tc;>
organization to use ~he school.
.school for free.

•
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